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Preface 

The first three article* in this issue deal with recent UNIDO studies directed towards the develop- 
ment of useful planning tools. The next two articles focus on the planning of project implementa- 

tion and arc drawn from the materials frequently used in UNIDO's training seminars on im- 
plementation. The last artiere continues the new UNIDO series of studies and reports by selected 
experts on repair and maintenance in developing countries. 

The first article, "Summaries of industrial development plans", briefly describes the framework 
which was recently used by UNIDO to summarize the industrial development plans of thirty 
selected developing countries. An actual summary of the industrial development plan of Ecuador 
is included as an example. In addition, the future work planned for the 1970s in connexion with 
the summaries is outlined. 

The second article, "Industrial feasibility study extracts", explains UNIDO's new programme 
to provide selected useful information from some of the many feasibility studies on industrial 
projects in developing countries. This programme will serve as a companion programme to the 
one ou profiles of manufacturing establishments, which provides detailed data on the cost and 
operating characteristics of plants already in operation. 

The third article, "Checklist of concepts and problems in industrial planning", is being 
published in response to repeated requests from planners for a checklist that will serve to stimulate 
their thinking on industrial strategy, planning and implementation. It routains some 60 concepts 
and problems covering the seven general categories of: industrial strategy; the role of government 
and institutions; foreign markets; imported technology and foreign aid; planning; planning for 
implementation ; and foreign investment and imports. 

The next article is on "Planning the implementation of industrial projects". It was prepared 
by B. BerkofT of the Commonwealth Development Finance Company, in co-operation with 
the UNIDO secretariat, for use in UNIDO's training workshops on project implementation. 
The article describes the governmental and institutional arrangements needed for successful im- 
plementation and proviiles a general description of the over-all implementation process. 

The article by Maurice D. Kilbridge of Harvard University fecuscs upon "Problems often 
encountered in implementing industrial projects in developing countries". Emphasis is plated 
on large-scale industrial projects and the implementation problems arising owing to the scarcity 
of skills and foreign exchange, the absence of an industrial base, and dependence upon foreign 



equipment and technology. The need for careful advance planning of each stage of implementation 
is highlighted by an illustration showing the high costs of delays incurred in plant start-up and 
in reaching full-capacity operation. The use of critical-path programming for the control of project 
implementation is also illustrated. 

The last article in this issue concerns 'The role of maintenance and repair in the development 
oí manufacturing industries". Its author, |. Molsberger of the University of Cologne, describes 
the effect of the interest rate, the wage rate, and the price of capital good's on the selection of an 
optimal maintenance and repair programme. He points out the effects of existing labour skills 
and oí alternative choices of equipment and techniques, and then discusses various cost aspects 
and suggests some specific ways of improving maintenance and repair in manufacturing industries 
in  he developing countries. 



Summaries of industrial 
development plans 

Ïn 1970, UNIDO published summaries of the industrial 
development plans of some thirty developing coun- 

tries. Each summary follows a standard pattern, devised 
by UNIDO in order to present in a coherent and con- 
sistent form the industrial portion of the published 
economic development plans of selected countries. 
The purpose of the summaries is to provide national 
planners and international technical assistance experts 
with readily usable information on the industrial aspects 
of the development plans of a number of countries.1 

Such information, although obviously useful, is not 
usually available to a planner. Even when the plans of 
other countries can be obtained, considerable work 
still has to be done to put the information they contain 
into a relatively comparable and readily usable form 

Frequently, the industrial part of a country's develop- 
ment plan is dispersed throughout the over-all plan. 
Furthermore, the value data shown in the plans are 
in terms of a different currency for almost every 
country. And most plans are published in only English, 
French or Spanish; they arc not usually available in 
one common language. The summaries are designed 
to overcome these obstacles and provide planners 
with readily usable, fairly comparable information on 
the industrial development plans of other countries. 

FEATURES of THE SUMMARIES 

The standard framework developed for the sum- 
maries follows the pattern outlined below. 

Goals and objectives 
Planned growth 
Other objectives 

Investment, strategy, policy and institutions 
Investment 
Strategy and policy 
Institutions 

I Summaries of the Industrial Development i'lans of Thirty 
Countries. A limited number of copies are available for distri- 
bution, on request to the Industrial Policies and Programming 
Division of UNIDO. 

Demand projections and data bases 

Planned development of manufacturing sectors 
Planned growth of manufacturing sectors 
Priority of sectors 
Other sectoral plans 

Planned manufacturing projects 

Productivity and capacity utilization 

Organization and systems for planning and 
implementation 

Problem areas 

Previous industrial growth 

Each plan summary is self-contained, and the ex- 
change rate used for conversion, the source of the 
original pi•, and similar footnotes appear directly in 
the summary itself. The coverage and completeness 
of the summaries vary widely, owing to a similar 
variation in the original plans from which tlvjy are 
prepared. While the average summary is about 15 pages 
long, individual summaries range from 4 to 36 pages. 

USING THE SUMMASIEH 

Some of the ways in which an industrial planner may 
use the plan summaries arc, inter aliti : 

As a reminder of the different planning areas that 
may be covered in a country's industrial plan and 
as an illustration of the detail that may be con- 
tained in each planning area; 

As a source of strategic approaches to industrial 
development ; 

As a source of ideas for industrial sectors and in- 
dustrial projects; 

As a source of ideas for planning anil implementa- 
tion systems and organizational arrangements; 

As a source of general information on the amount 
and type of support that countries int'-nd to give- 
to industrial development, compared with the 
development of other sectors of their economies; 



n 
As a reminder of possible problem areas in planning 
and plan implementation. 

To facilitate further the use of the summaries, a 
cross-index has been prepared of selected objectives 
and strategy found in a number of the plans. These 
include: 

Increasing the manufacturing percentage of GDI1 

(by S per cent or more); 

Channelling a high proportion (18 per cent or 
more) of total planned investment in the economy 
(and/or government investment) to industry; 

Obtaining heavy foreign investment in manufacturing 
(40 per cent or more of the total investment in 
manufacturing); 

Tapping domestic capital sources for investment in 
manufacturing (stock market, domestic credit 
agencies, baiiks etc.) ; 

increasing the utilization of existing manufacturing 
capacity; 

Vertical or horizontal integration within manu- 
facturing sectors; 

Development of Urge-scale, heavy industries; 

Increasing the substitution of domestic manufactures 
tor foreign manufactures; 

Increasing or diversifying manufactured exports; 

Implementation of the planned manufacturing growth ; 

Regional co-operation with neighbouring countries; 

Regional location of industry within the country; 

Development of industrial estates; 

Providing increased training for managers, skilled 
workers, and unskilled workers in manufacturing 
industries; 

Improvement of the data used in planning and 
monitoring manufacturing growth. 

CURRENT COUNTRY COVERAGE 

The countries whose plans have been summarized 
to date tall into three groups, with respect to their 
degree of manufacturing development, as shown below. 

The foregoing description of the framework and 
general purpose of the plan summaries is inadequate 
to convey to the reader the full extent of a plan sum- 
nary. h>r this reason, a complete summary of the 
\W) V)7} industrial development plan of Ecuador 
is appended to this article. 

CAI.í:t i \TO) 1%5 "MANUFACTURING GDP"- per aipiui 

%4 to %20 

Bolivia 
Ceylon 
Ethiopia 
India 
Jordan 
Kenya 
Korea (Rep. of) 
Pakistan 

$2.1 to $.W $60 to S2X0 

Tanzania (Un. Rep. of) Tunisia 
Togo 
Uganda 

China (Taiwan) Argentina 
Ecuador 
EI Salvador 
Honduras 
Iraq 
Libya 
Malaysia 
Philippines 

Chile 
Greece 
Malta 
Panama 
Peru 
Puerto Rico 
Spain 
Trinidad-Tobago 
Venezuela 

' Value adifcd in manufacturing. 

FUTURE wont 

Over the next several years, UNIDO expect» to 
summarize a number of industrial development plans 
for the 1970s. As far as possible, priority will be given 
to the pUiu of those countries that are, or expect to 
be. co-operating on a regional basis with other countries. 
Such groups include the Central American Common 
Market (CACM). the Regional Co-operation for De- 
velopment (RCD). the Association of South East Asian 
Nations (ASEAN), the Council for Mutual Economic 
Assistance (CMEA), the Arab League, the East African 
Community, the Andean Block and others. 

Shortly after the publication of the thirty plan sum- 
maries, a small working group of consultants was 
convened to discuss the framework used and to re- 
commend improvements in it, as well as additional uses 
of the summaries. This resulted in some rearrangement 
of the framework and two useful additions to ta 
section providing general background information on 
the country and a section analysing the plan. 

The new general background section will draw 
heavily upon UNIDO's own country files. Currently 
planned for inclusion in this section are information 
and data on the following subjects: government; 
population; gross domestic product; macroeconomic 
indicators; main industrial products and technologies; 
resources and sectors closely related to industry; over-all 
economic development strategy and policy; regional 
co-operation; systems for planning and plan implemen- 
tation; and problems encountered during the previous 
plan period. 

The main summary section will generally follow the 
outline shown above for the thirty plan summaries 
already published. However, it will contain more 
information on the linkage of the planned industrial 
growth with the growth planned in closely related 
sectors of die economy, such as infrastructure and 
agriculture. 

The analysis section will be prepared only at the 



request ot the individual country and will remain 
confidential if the country so desires. It will focus 
upon the following areas, to the extent to which data 
and information are available: 

(a) Apparent differences from the regional or general 
developing country growth pattern "normal" 
in terms of: 

Objectives; 

Strategy ; 

Growth rate of industrial and manufacturing 
GDP; 

Growth rate of manufactured exports; 
Priority of individual manufacturing branches; 

Linkages between manufacuuiiig branches; 

Linkages between manufacturing and non- 
manufacturing sectors of the economy (agri- 
culture, infrastructure etc.) ; 

Technology and degree of capital industry; 

Sources of financing industrial growth; 

(b) A review of special problems and apparent 
bottlenecks in : 

Productivity; 

Employment; 

Investment financing; 

Labour skills; 

Management skills ; 

Markets; 

Product quality and standardization; 

Repair and maintenance; 

Capacity utilization: 

Exports; 

Imports; 

Project planning; 

Project implementation; 

(c) The degree of emphasis on increasing manu- 
factured exports venus increasing manufactured 
import-substitutes ; 

(d) Multilateral and bilateral measures to promoti 
industrialization and assessment of the contri- 
bution of foreign sources of finance to the 
industrialization process; 

(e) Planned international or regional co-operation 
with other countries—plans and problem areas. 

One of the more important uses of the analysis 
section may prove to be in facilitating the planning 
of industrial co-operation among countries seeking 
to co-operate regionally. Two such groups of countries 
have already approached UNIDO to discuss how the 
secretariat might assist in training selected members 
of their civil services to prepare summa.ics and make 
analyses of the industrial development plans of their 
member countries. 

Appendix 

SUMMARY OI TIII l%9    1973 INDUSTRIAI DFVM.OPMF.NT 

PIAN oi ECUADOR
1 

I. GoAIS AND OB|l(:TIVI> 

A. Mannedcmi'tli 

.Irenici' 
¡tumuli 

iiurcasv 
I9M> V'ì        I9M,     l>J~1 

Manufacturing GDP/ 
rapita ($)   31.5 50.0          6.8 

Total GDP/f(jp/M ($).... 215 265             3.1 
Population (thousand) ... 5,330-' 6,730             3.41' 
Manufacturing GDI* 

($ million)  167 335            10,4 
Total GDP ($ million)... 1,148» 1,780             6.5 
Manufacturing ",-, of 

total GDP  15 19 

Exchange rate: L'    !      IK. 18 sucres. 
* From UN Mimi     'Whim o/'Snui.uk>, July 1969, 
b Plan doe» nut indicate » rate, MI the 1960—1968 aaii.it 
rate is used. 
r Includes cottage industries. 

fl. Other objectives 

The objectives of the manufacturing sector are: 

To increase the manufacturing per cent of total 
GDP; 
To   promote   industries      ving   a   comparative 
advantage in international markets; 

To diversify and increase export production ; 
To correct deficiencies arising from the size of 
some establishments; 

To adapt the industrialization process to the 
availability of local factors of production ; 

To promote industrial integration through the 
creation  of industries  complementary  to  those 
already existing, 

General objectives for the whole economy are: 

To maintain a 5 per cent averag   annual increase 
of exports; 

To increase employment at 2.8 per cent per annum 
so that 7? per cent of the population will be 
economically active at the end of the period. 

* 
II. iNVeSTMFNT, STRATEGY, «)UC¥ AND IN" TITLfTIONS 

A, Investment 

Total planned gross investment from 1969 to 1973 
will be $2,250 million, of which 23 per cent, or $526 
million, will be in manufacturing. 

1 Preliminary Prafi' of Industrial Pwgranmie fur !%'> 1973. 
138 pages. 



Avtiw   amimi   investment   m   the   inaiwßutitrino   sector 
(S million) 

l;itt,iiia>n> 
/•''•vt'i/ hurí: Li CJ/ii'M/ 

C.tpil •' in ^(i,-t-. torimiUrii Total 

!«M6    I96H       52.0 fn S 
1969 -!9~3       79.3 |H,| 

.•».J f)7.7 

lo5.2 

Soma' of Jimà for im;stimm m tin   nimmpcWriiio sector 

Annual average 
l S thousand) Ihr ani 

domestic sources: 
Reserves          )2 }o 
Non-distributed profits            ]() j(> 

Subtotal        42 40 
Foreign sourm: 

<?*diV   ••  •          42 40 
Capimi contribution ,         21 20 

Subtotal        fi3 "50 

AH sources:                            Total      To? TÔTÎ 

The following measures will be adopted to limit 
speculation and to channel investment resources to the 
industrial sector: 

Mortgage revenues will be liable to income tax; 

A land tav will be instituted following ., MM ves of 
land value and ownership; 

A tax will be imposed on the resale of private cars; 

Free exchange rate markets will be eliminated. 
To attract foreign investment: 

Feasibility studies will be carried out and priorities 
set; 

The advantages Ecuador offers will be publicized; 

Statutes   regulating   foreign   investment   will   be 
clarified. 

Labour policy will involve: 

The creation of employment and labour-mobility 
offices in the main urban centres; 

Labour training according to the needs of industrial 
development; 

The improvement of industrial security ami hygiene. 

B. Stratioy and policy 

Prior to the elaboration of new projects, present 
capacity utilization and productivity will be studied. 
The potential use of local natural resources will be 
investigated. The restructuring of the manufacturing 
sector will favour the production of intermediate and 
capital goods at the expense of consumer goods. Major 
emphasis will be given to production for export. 

A special effort will be made to stimulate exports 
to the Latin American Free Trade Area and other 
markets, according to the results of several market 
studies now being completed. Tariff policy will be 
ua'd to channel investment into particular sectors, 
through complete or partial exemption from import 
duties. 

An increasing proportion of exports from the agri- 
cultural sector will be in the form of manufactured 
or semi-manufactured goods. An import-substitution 
policy will be pursued, although it will be of less 
importance than in the previous five years. Monetary 
and exchange rate policy will be used to orient import 
substitution. 

Marginal cottage industries will have to transform 
their production methods. Increased production in the 
manufacturing sector will offer employment oppor- 
tunities to labour coming from the cottage industries. 

Fiscal policy will be used: 

To remove all obstacles preventing further industrial 
development; 

To gram investment incentives; 

To prevent investment in marginal enterprises. 

C. Institutions 

The 1957 Law on Industrial Development (Ley de 
Fomento Industrial) was revised in 1962 and in 1964. 
Its objectives are : 

To attract domestic and foreign investment; 

To   improve   the   balancc-of-payments   position, 
through further import substitution and increased 
exports; 

To create employment opportunities; 

To encourage the use of local primary resources. 

Credit for industrial investment will be made available 
largely through: 

The National Securities Commission—Financial 
Corporation (Comisión Nacional de Valores—Cor- 
poración Financiera) ; 

The Ecuador Finance Corporation (COFIEC); 
The National Banking system. 

The Central Bank will be responsible for medium- 
and short-term credit, and the corporations will  be 
responsible for long- and medium-term credit. 

It is proposed that the National Securities Commission 
should : 

Intervene directly in the establishment of firms 
and participate in their social capital; 

Channel investment to top-priority projects; 

Facilitate the obtaining of credit by small firms; 

Contribute to training in business administration; 

Improve its project-evaluation system in order to 
reduce delays. 



Government polity will be primarily concerned with: 

The reform of the legal system regulating the 
establishment of financial institutions; 

The   improvement   of banking  and  commercial 
legislation. 

The National Technological Institute (Instituto Na- 
cional de Tecnología) will carry out further technological 
research, in close co-operation with institutions con- 
cerned with planning, technical assistance, finance, and 
graduate education. 

III. DEMAND PROJECTIONS AND DATA BASIS 

The objectives set in the Plan were calculated on 
the basis of: 

Annual inquiries; 

The 1965 Industrial Census; 

The results of feasibility studies. 

The year 1966 was chosen as the starting point for 
most of the projections that were made. 

Import-substitution policy was formulated on the 
basis of: 

Data on imports of manufactured goods; 

Projections made of future import requirements. 

IV. PLANNED DEVELOPMENT OF MANI (ACTIUINC. SECTORS 

A, Planned growth of mauiifact'irino sectors 

I 'altte added by the manufacturing sector3 

196H 1973 
<% milium) (S million) 

Food  43 69 
Drink  13 16 
Cigarettes and 

tobacco    1.5 2 
Textiles  17.5 26 
Shoes and clothing 1.2 1.5 
Wood    3.5 6 
Furniture   2 2.8 
Paper and 

cardboard    5.5 22 
Printing   6 10 
Leather and hides . I ».8 1.1 
Rubber products . 5 7.5 
Chemical»   12 36 
Petroleum 

derivatives  10 16 
Non-metallic 

minerals  7 12 
Basic metals  0.7 6.6 
Metal products ... 4.5 9.5 
Miscellaneous  .... 3.3 5.5 

Total Ï36.5 249.5 

1 Hxi hiding cottage industries. 

196S-Í973 Average 
Total annual 

tuertase increase 
)     ("..) ("al 

60 10 
23 4 

33 6 
48 8 
25 5 
71 11 
40 7 

300 32 
67 11 
37 6 
50 9 

200 25 

60 10 

71 11 
843 55 
111 16 
166 11 

85 13 

B. ¡Priority of sectors 

Clmnoes in inanufactiirino structure in terms of value added' 
(Percentages) 

Consumer goods  
Intermediate and capital 

goods  

/'Mft 

51 

Average 
annual 

1971        increase 

44 

        49 56 15 

Total     1(H) 100 13.2 

" Excluding cottage industries. 

C. Other sectoral plans 

Imports o( manufactured goods will decrease by 
go per cent, and domestic production of manufactured 
5.3ods will increase their contribution to domestic 
demand to 69 per cent. Import substitution will be 
most important in : 

Petroleum derivatives; 

Paper and cardboard; 

Iron, steel and bronze; 

Plastic fibres; 

Steel lamination; 

Metallic structures; 

Flour and yucca starch. 

Import substitution will be $71  million in  1973, 
compared with $6.7 million in 1969. 

f'nmalated value of import substitution 
(S thousand) 

1969 197} 

Food  40 5,000 
Cigarettes  - 2,620 
Textiles  800 3,800 
Paper and cardboard   3,900 14,8«) 
Leather and hides  170 
Rubber products  - 200 
Chemicals  750 6,960 
Petroleum derivatives  18,700 
Non-metallic minerals  60 1,490 
Basic metals  250 7,690 
Metal products  860 9,170 

Total    6,660       70,660 

The value of imports of manufactured goods will 
increase from $161 million in 1966 to $298 million 
in 1973. 

9 



Value of imports 

1966 197J Change 
(% thousand) (% thousand)  ("„') 

Food         5,66(1 771) -86 
Drink          560 i.no 98 
Cigarettes      4,480 50 99 
Textiles     10,670 22,441) 110 
Shoes and clothing            510 1,920 276 
Wood           400 ijK) 17« 
Furniture  10 
Paper and cardboard      6,720 2,250 67 
Printing       1,400 1,260 10 
Leather and hides           50 160 220 
Rubber products       1,720 270 -84 
Chemicals     29,950 111,710 273 
Petroleum derivatives      3,220 - - 
Non-metallic minerals       4,830 9,620 99 
Basic metals     15,120 16,000 6 
Metal products     68,560 96,470 41 
Miscellaneous      6,900 32,500 371 

Total 160,760 297,640 85 

Exports will increase to 9.8 per cent of domettie 
production. 

Vém of industrial exports 
($ thousand) 

tm       1973 
Fo°d  13,970 .19,300 
Wnk  10 1,300 
Cigarettes and tobacco  10 700 
Textiles  30 990 
Shoes and clothing  700 2,210 
Wood  5.450 11,000 
Furniture  20 660 
Leather and hides  130 220 
Chemicals  3tU0 8)95ü 

Non-tnetallk minerals  - ),oio 
Miscellaneous  130 330 

Total  23,560    66,670 

By 1973, the exports of sugar, wood, cocoa pro- 
duca, fisheries, and meat will account for 65 per cent 
of the total. Planned exporti, by product (those valued 
at over $550,000 in 1973), arc listed below. 

Exports by product 

(% thousand) 

1968 

Meats  _ 

Shellfish, fish flour       3,690 
Su8ar   7,840 
Banana derivatives  46O 
Canned fruit and juice, jelly and 

marmalade  60 

10 

im 
6,650 
7,130 

14,020 
2,320 

1,310 

Caramel and biscuits   20 
Cocoa products  | 540 
Tea   
Brewing malt  
Tobacco products, cigarettes  10 
Hand fibres, cables etc  30 
Shoes, clothing, sombreros  700 
Wood  5,450 
Furniture  20 
Pharmaceuticals  1,580 
Pyrethrum extract   1,290 
Castor oil  
Acetone, butane, ethyl and butyl 

acetate   

Total 22,690 

1973 

1,400 
6,000 

990 
1,130 

700 
990 

2,210 
,000 
660 

2,820 
2,380 
1,580 

1,390 

64,680 

11 

Employment in the manufacturing sector will change 
as shown below. 

{968 1973 

No- of No. of 
prrsons      Ik-,      pmons      A? 

employed    €tnt    tmphyti    cent 

Manufacturing    42,580     18     68,400     27 
Cottage industries   189,800     82    185,600     73 

All manufacturing    232,380    loo   254,000   100 

Manufacturing employment by subser- ^ (excluding 
cottage industries) will increate by 60 per cent. 

Employment by industry 
(Number of persons) 

1968 
Food,  11,624 
Dtink   2,186 
Cigarettes  250 
Textiles ." ' io,085 
Shoes and clothing   i(ioo 
Wo°d  1J98 
Furniture  IJSQ 

Paper and cardboard   '90O 
Printing  2,582 
Leather and hides  599 
Rubber products  728 
Chemicals  $>m 

Petroleum derivativ«  1,54] 
Non-metallic minerals  IJQü 
Basic metals  122 
Metal products  2,435 
Miscellaneous  1 QOO 

Total  42,800 

W3 

18,104 
2,781 

330 
15,086 
136 
2,815 
1,506 
2345 
3,288 

750 
979 

8,889 
2,690 
2,760 
1,063 
5,025 
1.373 

71,170 



Horizontal integration will be promoted in selected 
industries such as textiles and metallurgy. 

V. PLANNI I) MANLI ACTL'HINt; PRO|l( IS 

The Plan includes 171 projects, contributing $64 mil- 
lion to manufacturing GDP and requiring a total 
investment of $163 million. The main objecthes of 
the planned projects arc: 

To lead to a greater output per establishment ; 

To invest capital at a much higher rate per plant 
and per person occupied ; 

To increase annual average wages; 

To utilize domestic raw materials in a much larger 
proportion than imported ones; 

To attain a higher level of productivity. 

The planned projects will involve: 

l'i Mined project* 
fih'i     ¡Ti 

An investment and output of: 
Fixed investment    13H,7lo,om 
Circulating investment    24,610,000 
Cross output   2OO,o5o,00O 
Value added  (>3,6H< ).U M i 

Materials and power consumption of: 
Domestic materials  103,63",' *N ' 
Imported materials  23,(WI.OOH 

Fuel and electric power  «>,.V»U,i'"'> 
Other characteristics: 

Employment (number of persons) .   . 'J.TftS 
Wages and social security  11.5K5.00O 
Average fixed investment per project Hlil.ixxi 
Average fixed investment per person 

employed  14,200 
Average annual wage per person 

employed  | ,2i x > 

Average investment per establishment will exceed 
$900,000 as compared with $360,000 in the previous 
Plan. Foreign loans will account for 57 per cent of the 
total required investment. 

PLANNED MANUFACTURING PROJECTS BY INDUSTRIAI SECTOR 

Sector 

..     , Value of 
No. of       .  • ,    J preme- 
fims     Hen 

Value 
added 

Food    61 
Drink  3 
Tobacco  2 
Textiles  12 
Shoes and clothing    1 
Wood and cork  14 
Wood furniture  1 
Paper and carboard  6 
Printing  1 
Leather and hides  2 
Rubber  4 
Chemicals  2 
Petroleum and carbon ... 1 
Non-metallic minerals  .. 15 
Basic metals  6 
Metal products  13 
Electrical equipment  6 
Transport material  2 

Total 152 

($ thousand) 

67,410 
2,150 
3,290 

10,820 
535 

3,750 
300 

20,620 
81 

500 
280 

29,030 
26,720 

6,310 
13,110 
9,260 
2,4(X) 
3,475 

11,480 
855 

1,630 
3,770 

110 
1,500 

95 
9,230 

55 
190 
180 

13,070 
6,430 
3,580 
4,640 
4,160 

870 
1,790 

Investment 

Fixed 
capital 

15,750 
955 
4U5 

7,260 
40 

2,430 
130 

22,170 
60 
160 
300 

35,790 
24,200 
9,970 

11,060 
5,990 
850 

1,190 

Circu- 
lating 
capital 

Total Foreign 
(%) 

($ thousand) 

5,190 
740 

1,390 
1,600 

40 
550 

30 
2,560 

40 
30 
50 

4,270 
1,720 

830 
3,280 
1,680 

480 
120 

20,940 53 
1,695 39 
1,795 60 
8,860 53 

80 62 
2,980 55 

160 50 
24,730 47 

100 45 
190 60 
350 53 

40,060 58 
25,920 74 
10,800 58 
14,340 42 
7,670 53 
1,330 53 
1,310 59 

Empbymtnt Raw materials 

No, of 
persons 

2,237 
194 
69 

928 
39 

408 
31 

1,018 
14 

116 
51 

1.152 
113 
586 
752 

1,465 
208 
444 

Rennt" 
iteration 

and social 
benefits 

( $ thou- 
sand) 

2,320 
130 
135 
905 

40 
490 
35 

1,120 
20 
75 
55 

1,590 
180 
740 

1,160 
1,660 

330 
5 

Do- 
mestic 

Im- 
ported 

(S thousand) 

total 

54,420 
870 

1,520 
6,020 

420 
1,730 

200 
4,390 

230 
50 

8,270 
18,920 

1,000 
3,510 
1,790 

285 
5 

710 
390 
120 
590 

380 
5 

5 140 
25 
70 
45 

5,450 
250 
500 

3,640 
2,940 
1,215 
1,600 

55,130 
1,260 
1,640 
6,610 

420 
2.110 

205 
9,530 

25 
300 

95 
13,720 
19,170 
1,500 
7,150 
4,730 
1,500 
1,605 

200,041 63,635 138,710 24,600 163,310    56.5     9,825    10,990 103,630 23,070 126,700 
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Si MMAtl/Il) INVINTORY Ol  MANLIAf Il'RINt; PROJF.CTS 

I'rojicl LtMr of 
com '¡It (ion 

Food: (61 projects) 

("old storage TUMII t 

Storage room  

Refrigeration network 

Packing poultry  J 

Sausages  
Powder«! milk  
Milk regenerator  

Pasteurizing and milk regenerator .. I 

Concentrated fruit juke  
Orange juice  
Naranjilla juice  
Canned vegetables    f 

Canned mushrooms, asparagus 
Tomato sauce and paste  

Marmalades and jellies 
Canned fish  

Processed pig fat .... 
Rice oil  
Rape-seed oil extract 
Palm-oil extract  
Oil extracts   

Yucca flour 

Yucca starch  
Cocoa derivatives 
Glucose  
Banana puree  
Dehydrated bananas .. 
Cortee  
Protein-enriched food 
Baby food   
Crushed dates    

tee cubes 

Tuna fish refrigeration 

|97o 
1969 
1972 
VU 2 
1970 
1973 
1973 
1973 
vm 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
IM71 
1972 
1972 
1972 
1971 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1970 
1972 
1970 
197"» 
PJO 
I «72 
1969 
1970 
1%9 
1972 
1970 
1972 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1970 
1970 
1970 
1971 
1971 
1972 
1970 
1971 
1971 
1970 
1971 
1971 
1971 
1971 

Location 

Pichincha 
Loja 
Chiinbora?o 
Manabi 
Carchi 
Cotopaxi 
Fsineraldas 
Los Rios 
Pasta/a 
Guayas 
Pichincha 
Tunguraliua 
Azuay 
Pichincha 
Guayas 
A/uay 
Cotopaxi 
Manabi 
Chimhorazo 
Loja 
Los Ríos 
Los Ríos 
Tungiirahua 
Pichincha 
Loja 
Pichincha 
Manabi 
Imbabura 
Guayas 
Guayas 
Esmeraldas 
Pichincha 
Los Ríos 
Chimborazo 
Los Ríos 
Esmeraldas 
Pichincha 
Los Rios 
Manabi 
Lo RUM 

Guayas 
Manabi 
El Oro 
El Oro 
Manabi 
Los Ríos 
Pichincha 
Carchi 
Manabi 
Guayas 
Esmeraldas 
El Oro 
Manabi 

Annual capacity* 
Total liinploymcnt 

investment (no. of 
(S thousand)        persons) 

(20,495) (2.236) 
12,000 1,105 77 
12,000 1,105 77 
4,250 515 44 
6,600 595 53 
5,330 550 53 
5,00o 550 53 
6,010 550 53 
6,80O 55o 54 
6,0110 250 39 
7,500 275 40 
5,000 2oo 27 
10,000 480 50 
10,000 480 50 

590 220 41 
590 220 41 
874 65 21 
800 560 49 

5,000 kilolitres 200 2» 
3,075 180 21 
3.075 180 21 
750 530 73 

6,000 720 49 
2,045 440 38 
227 80 21 
227 80 24 
600 450 75 
315 220 28 
315 220 28 

1,501 145 29 
898 105 22 
898 105 22 

1.200 155 13 
1,200 390 24 
2,200 390 41 
5,000 750 118 
1,185 90 14 
3,000 80 19 
3,0: K) 80 19 
5,000 80 19 
5,378 810 42 
2,000 î 58 
1,800 215 12 
4,773 670 101 
572 95 44 
210 840 39 

1,500 550 100 
650 105 14 

1,400 105 18 
12,000 140 12 
3,000 40 •Î 

6,000 65 5 
4.000 40 4 
6,000 800 33 

in metric tons, unless otherwise indicated. 



SUMMARIZE» INVENTORY OI MANI I AC 

/)„„•, , Date of 
completion 

Food: (continued) 
Dehydrated fodder  1970 
Alfalfa Hour  1971 
Balanced diet  1970 

Í 1971 
Fish oil and Hour      j 1972 

[ 1971 
Shark products    1973 
Dehydrated soups  1970 

Textiles. (72projects) 
Wool washing     1971 
Cotton ginning  1971 
Thread  1%9 
Printed cloth   1969 
Synthetic fibre cloth  1969 
Cabuya material       1969 
Rope, thread, cloth   1972 
Manila hemp  1973 
Sanitary textiles  1971 
Sanitary textiles  1969 
Finished textiles  1971 
Fishing nets  1973 

Paper and cardboard: (6 projects) 
Newspaper  1973 
Paper and cardboard  1969 
Kraft paper  1972 
Hemp paper     1972 
Smooth cardboard  1971 
Wax paper containers   1969 

Chemicals: (2i projects) 
Acetone, butanol, ethyl acetate, 

butyl acetate, acetic acid   1972 
Citric acid   1972 
Soda  1973 
Chlorinated soda (NaCl)  1971 
Aluminium sulphate  1970 
Ammonia  1973 
Castor oil  1970 
Glycerine and fatty acids  1970 
Essential oils and dyes  1970 
Antibiotics  1973 
Urea  1972 
Insecticides  1969 
Pyrethrum extract  1973 

''Processed pyrethrum extract  1970 
Nylon textile*   1972 
Rayon  1972 
Printing dyes  1969 
Tanning extract    1970 
Papain  1969 
Composite PVC   1969 
Acrilan sheets     1970 

Ol  MANI lAC.Tl ;RIN<; i>R()j!.( IS (continued) 

7"<»/.j/ liniploymenl 
Loaitioit .-Influii/ r.i/i.iflf)"' IIIW.dHÍC'lff ino oí 

! S thoiixnitli l>et'On>) 

Pichincha 19,670 m 43 
Imbahura 2,45( i 130 15 
Pasta/a 5.5(H) '«) 14 
Guayas 4.5(H) 350 16 
El Oro 4.5(H) 350 16 
Manali í 4.5(H) 35o 16 
Cìuayas 250 '«i 20 
Cìuayas 2(H) 375 41 

(8,665) (948) 
Chimborazo 200 125 12 
Esmeraldas 1,100 KM) 32 
Tungurahua 60 250 47 
Tungurahua 120,000 metres 330 37 
Pichincha 300,0(10 metres 320 31 
Manab! 743 180 22 
Imbabura 20,000 5,980 491 
Pastaza 600 130 22 
Pichincha 140 330 52 
Guayas 140 340 32 
Pichincha 2,000 480 150 
Manabí 32 100 20 

(24,785) (1,018) 
Guayas 30,000 8,300 335 
Los Ríos 26,000 4,590 146 
Guayas 40,000 10,270 401 
Los Rios 2,5fX> 1,240 44 
Guayas 1,200 65 15 
Guayas m 320 77 

(39.925) (1.165) 

Guayas 2,600 2,050 52 
Guayas 1,000 1,700 41 
Guayas 10,000 495 38 
Chimborazo 5,900 135 38 
Guayas 5,400 260 17 
Guayas 60,000 9,680 107 
Manabí 12,600 1,210 61 
Guayas 445 90 10 
Pichincha 21 60 14 
Pichincha 9 1,400 32 
Guayas 30,000 9,630 89 
Guayas 1,400 350 17 
Cotopaxi 45 275 44 
Cotopaxi 25 270 18 
Pichincha 1,000 5,310 197 
Guayas 2,000 5,310 297 
Pichincha 300 80 13 
Esmeraldas 2,000 150 28 
Pastaza 21 80 6 
Guayas 2,000 200 25 
Pichincha 30 60 11 

In metric tons, unless otherwise indicated. 
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Si MM\lt|/H> INVI N TORY Ut VIANI IM IX MS«. PUOI« TS hoiltimicdl 

l'rtwti 

f\'tr< I.un» .tía! i jrhtHi   '/ r''( 
Oil rrtiiuT\ 1972 

Non-wtalln muterais' tli ;•> •/<-,M 

Pressed hrkk f    1969 
\    1969 

hrt-brttk 1971 
Ai »poules «*f pharmaceutical glass 1973 
Crystal 19?o 
Glass  !97f> 
Insulating ceramics 1171 
China .       |%y 
Kaolin wa<her*    1969 
Portland cci mit   1172 
White cetitcii'  1172 
Hydrat»! lime  |973 
Til«   1%1 
Asbestos cetnert tub«  1970 
Abrasive sandpaper and grindstone . |171 

. Bask metal*: (ft prints) 

fron and «eel works { ]*J1 
\ 1972 

Special stevi and iron ban  1173 
Iron laminaron   1971 
Collapsible tube«  1969 
Bronze works  J%«> 

Metal product«: (t.1 pnynt)) 
Metallic structures    1970 
Agricultural machine* and other 

metallic structures  H72 
Packages, cask* etc  1971 
Cutlery  1973 
Hardware for buildings  J 1970 

t 1973 
Printing machines  1969 
Domestic utensils   I973 
Faucets, pumps  1973 
Forged steel and tools  1973 
Dies  1972 
Assembly of sewing machines and 

typewriters  1972 
Lanterns and press    1971 

Electrical equipment : (6 projects) 
Electric motors  1972 
Electric appliances  1970 
Electric piles     1969 
Small electric pumps   1971 
Electric utensils   1971 
Batteries  1969 

/,.,,»„ 

Pichincha 

Pichincha 
Aiuay 
Azuay 
Guayas 
Guayas 
Guayas 
Cotopaxi 
Guayas 
Azuay 
Pichincha 

Pichincha 
Pichincha 
Azuay 
Pk Hindia 

Guayas 
Pichincha 
Guayas 
Guayas 
Pichincha 
Guayas 

Pichincha 

Guayas 
Manabí 
Guayas 
Guayas 
Pichincha 
Pichincha 
Pichincha 
Pichincha 
Pichincha 
Azuay 

Pichincha 
Pichincha 

Guayas 
Guayas 
Guayas 
Pichincha 
Pichincha 
Guayas 

Ttml l mploywnt 
imimtl nielli if)J 

ini'tslniem itif. 0/' 

( $ thousand) persons) 

(25,120) (113) 
1,000,1 kl!) 25.92o 113 

(llI.HHtl) (580 
27,< um 260 31 
24,«*»» 260 34 

1,032 265 22 
U5o,o»o MI 15 

I80 75 1 
5,5oo I.Kst 95 

360 350 34 
30o 150 24 

6,«)» 3») 28 
»00,000 4,400 110 

12,000 2^pK* 72 
3,000! 124» 2» 

soo,ooo 65 16 
6,24» 1,100 41 

80 75 22 

(14,330) (662) 
30.ÍMI0 5,4711 221 
30,000 3,470 221 
24,000 4,6?» ton 
25,000 2,5tlO H5 

30 110 15 
200 110 20 

(7,675) (1,465) 
6,000 1,590 410 

6,000 1,590 410 
3,200 260 34 

70 260 73 
250 180 44 
250 180 44 
25 55 10 

1,800 2.030 199 
460i 460 38 

13«) 500 100 
100 310 28 

3,000 150 60 
30 110 15 

(13,325) (206) 
9,000 2,750 45 
8,000 2,300 42 
1,300 4,510 46 

28 1,375 31 
47 880 26 
90 1,510 16 

1 [11 metric tons, unless otherwise indicated. 
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VI. PRODI (riviTV AND ( AI\<UTI Y I TU IZA no-, 

l'rodtutivity 
I'M 

1 aim 
Number adàd 

employai per man 
1%) 

factory         37,WMt 2.9HO 
Cottage industry      18K,2<«n 2'H 
Ali manufacturing      22.S.W M » 741) 

¡Vi 

l'alile 
Siimber .tàlea 

i -mployed per man 
(Sì 

6H.40O 3,65'' 
185.« tu 445 
2.14,(11111 1,31(1 

Imreitse in 
product tri! y 

23 

Improved productivity and technology will leid ti> 
greater investment in existing firms. 

Fixed capital to output ratios of all maim fatturino in 1965 
versus ratios of projetts mduded in   the  ¡969   Í97J Plan 

(Capital to cross output ratio)3 

t9fo-AII l<t69~!97.i 
mMufaauring Planned projetts 

Food          0.29 0.73 
Prtrtk         0.43 0.90 
Tobacco         1.31 4.01 
Textiles         0.29 0.52 
Shoes and clothing         0.6I ¿.74 
Wood and cork         0.6M 0.62 
Wood furniture         6.21 0.72 
Paper and cardboard         0.52 0.41 
Printing         0.44 0.89 
Leather and hides         0.49 t.17 
Rubber          0.60 0.61 
Chemical*         0.69 0.36 
Petroleum and carbon         0.2H 0.26 
Non-metallic minerals         0.39 0.36 
Basic metals          o 46 n.42 
Metal products         0.4ft 0.70 
Electrical equipment         0.46 1.02 
Transport material  1,50 
All manufacturing         0.37 0.4ft 

Over-all "„ increase     24",, 

a Fixed capital as a per cent «I* gross output (not of value 
added). 

VII.   0*«;ANIZATION   ANI»   SYSTEMS   KM*   PIANNINI.   ANI! 
1MPI KM! N r ATION 

The Industrial Development Plan will be realized 
largely through the efforts and co-operation of: 

The Ministry of Industry and Commerce; 

The National Planning Board (Junta Nacional de 
Planificación) ; 

The Development Centre (Centro de Desarrollo — 
CENDES); 

The  National Securities Commission  (Comisión 
Nacional de Valores) ; 

The  Ecuador Finance Corporation   (Corporación 
Financiera Ecuatoriana — COFIEC); 

The National Banking system; 

The Regional Economi.   Development Corpora- 
tion»   (Corporaciones   Regionales  de   IX-sarrollo 
Económico) ; 

The Industrial Chambers of Commerce (Cámaras 
Industriales). 

The functions of the Ministry of Industry and Com- 
merce arc : 

To adapt legislation to the requirements of in- 
dustrialization ; 

To supervise the application of the Law on In- 
dustrial Development. 

The structure of the Department of Industries should 
be improved. 

The  National   Planning   Board   is  responsible   for 
feasibility studies and setting priorities. 

The functions of the Development Centre are: 

To grant technical assistance ; 

To promote industrialization ; 

To prepare feasibility studies of specific projects; 

To attract investment to specific projects. 

Particular attention  will be  paid  by the Centre to 
questions of industrial productivity. It will co-ordinate 
its activities with those of other institutions. 

Regional economic development corporations will 
operate in line with the general industrial programme. 
The National Planning Board and the Development 
Centre will co-operate with the regional corporations. 

The Industrial Chambers of Commerce will bring 
about more discussion between the public and private 
sectors. 

To promote the industrial development programme: 

The ministries and the private sector  will  hold 
discussions; 

The  National  Planning   Board  will  explain   the 
development plans and projects to civil servants 
in order to engage their active support; 

Information about the Plan will  be given  freely 
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to th<   private sector whenever its role is of major 
importati .. 

To promote credit availability: 

The private sector will be advised,  in detail, on 
all investment opportunities; 

Atlvit- -vili be given as to tin form in which loan 
requests and project information should be given 
to financial institutions; 

Co-operation will b. established with international 
organizations; 

Procedures to maintain  an adequate credit flow 
must be established, through co-ordination between 
the Central Bank, the Monetai;   Board, and the 
national credit institutions. 

Professional training will continue to be undertaken 
by the Ecuador Professional Training Services (Servicio 
Ecuatoriano de Capacitación Professional — SECAP). 
In the short run : 

tabout should be trained abroad; 

Teachers should be trained in order to improve 
the quality of instruction in technical and profes- 
sional institutes; 

Foreign expero should be obtained to manage 
new firms and train local technicians. 

In the long run : 

The   University   should   be   complemented    by 
professional training schools; 

Post-graduate studies should be established; 

Industrial enterprises should establish a fund for the 
promotion of professional training. 

Technical and vocational schools will orient education 
according to the requirements of industrialization. 

VIII. PROBLEM ARMS 

Industrial   development   will   be   encouraged,   but 
investment will still depend upon: 

The size of the market; 

The adequacy of the economic infrastructure; 

The availability of the factors of production and 
transport facilities; 
Prices and wages; 

Economic and social stability. 

IX. PREVIOUS INDUSTRIAL OHOWTH 

Value added by the manufacturing sector (excluding 
cottage industries) rose from SI 12 million in 1966 to 
$135 million in 1968—an increase of 20 per cent. 
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Industrial feasibility study extracts 

Industrial development programming is a complex 
field. It encompasses a wide variety of activities, 

including, among others: evaluation of shortcomings 
and potentials of existing industries and planned pro- 
jects; preliminary assessment of new investment op- 
portunities or project ideas; preparation of pre-invest- 
ment studies of technical requirements, economic 
feasibility, location and other factors; and evaluation 
of these studies in terms of implementation priorities 
and supporting policy measures. UNIDO's new In- 
dustrial Feasibility Study Extracts are intended to 
assist those who are engaged in these activities, by 
retrieving certain key elements of general reference 
value from the material being generated and accumu- 
lated in the process of industrial project preparation 
in various developing countries. 

A sample of what these extracts will probably look 
like appears in the appendix at the end of this article. 
in contrast to UNIDO's Ihofiks of Maimfacliirm^ 
Establishments.* which draws upon data obtained from 
industrial establishments and enterprises already in 
operation, the extracts will aim at tapping the growing 
stock of teebno-economic feasibility studies on various 
investment projects now available in industrial banks, 
development corporations, government planning agen- 
cies and international organizations. 

RAW MATERIAL FOR THE EXTRACTS—GOOD INDUSTRIAI 

FEASIBILITY STUDIES 

Each extract will be compiled in a standard form 
established for this purpose. Each of the techno-cconomic 
feasibility studies to be selected and digested in this 
form should be a "good" study, in the sense that: 

(a) It presents a well-designed investment pro- 
ject, properly adapted to conditions in the given 
developing country or region; 

(b) It makes possible a comprehensive, balanced 
and thoroughly critical evaluation of the project. 

The individual techno-cconomic feasibility studies, 
from which the extracts are to be compiled, should in 
each case be complete in terms of: 

« Volume 1 (ID/SER. E/4; Sales No. 67.II.B.17) and Vol- 
ume II (ID/SER. E/5; Sales No. 68.II.D.13). Volume III (ID/ 
SER. E/6) is now being printed. 

(a) The technical specification of proposed industrial 
factories (consideration should be given to 
possible alternative model plants for each 
prospective field of industry); 

(b) The analysis of the potential cost-price rela- 
tionships for each factory, anticipated under the 
iocal socio-economic conditions; 

(c) The national and regional development policies 
and measures that are likely to influence the 
viability of the projects considered. 

Such feasibility studies may be distinguished from the 
so-called "opportunity" studies and "prc-fcasibility" 
studies, which refer to a less advanced stage of project 
preparation. They also exclude the "blueprint" studies, 
which are part of the implementation phase of industrial 
projects. 

PROBLEMS or SECRECY AND TYPES OF INDUSTRY TO m 
COVERED 

In view of the commercial secrecy clause attached 
to most feasibility studies, great care will have to be 
exercised in "neutralizing" the information to be 
included in the extracts. Ordinarily, countries or 
; munitions involved in the preparation of the original 
feasibility studies will not be mentioned by name. 
Even the continent in which the projects under study 
arc to be located may possibly not be divulged. 

As regards the types of industry to be covered by 
the series of extracts, there is some argument in favour 
of specifying initially only a limited number of in- 
dustries or types of projects. This approach would 
permit the selection of two or more directly comparable 
studies on one type of project, as prepared under 
different regional constraints. However, the number of 
candidate industries of great interest to the developing 
countries is actually quite large, if it is defined in rea- 
sonably specific terms. And, since candidate feasibility 
studies for the extracts are all related to industrial pro- 
jects that at least at some time have already received 
serious attention on the part of development institutions 
in developing countries, it may be advisable not to 
overemphasize the merits of a rigorous pre-selection 
of candidate industries. 
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Investment proposals for steel nulls, petroleum 
refinery complexes, .nul similar large projects will not 
be included in the series when there is ,i danger of 
disclosing the identity of the projects, tint is, when the 
dita cannot he sufficiently "neutraii/ed". Studies that 
unambiguously reflect sonn highly iniitsii.il circum- 
stances m a given region will also he excluded. Apart 
from such exceptional cases, the extracts will, is a rule, 
be open to contributions •rom all sources relating to 
any branch of manufacturing industry. 

Nllil»     (OH     AC  I IVI.     I'AHHCIPAMON     Ol     DI.VKLOPMI NT 

INSTITUTIONS 

1 he extracts approach to feasibility studies has the 
intrinsic value that it makes information, compiled 
in a summary form, readily accessible; and it also 
provides an opportunity to bring together in a com- 
parable form an ever-growing number of investment 
project studies. These studies, which are currently 
piling up or being hoarded in a variety of institutions, 
can be transformed into an on-going series of reference 
programming data of broad, practical use. It is im- 
portant, therefore, that the extracts programme receive 
appropriate support from development institutions and 
that as many as possible of these institutions that have 
access to industrial project feasibility studies participate 
actively in the preparation of extracts. 

If appropriate support is forthcoming from the 
development institutions, UNIDO will be willing to 
serve as a central clearing-house to : 

(a) Seek relevant kinds of extracts in response to 
specific requests from developing countries; 

(b) Render assistance to those countries willing to 
contribute to the extracts by conducting training 
workshops on industrial project planning; 

(() Provide such editorial and technical evaluation 
services as are required to assemble and distribute 
extracts to registered users; 

(d)   Publish selected extracts for general use. 

MfiKlTS Ol TUB EXTRACTS APPROACH 

Relative to other possible approaches to the complex 
task of improving the data base for industrial pro- 
gramming, the nain merits of the extract approach 
are as follows: 

(a) It should lead to a better and broader utilization 
of the scattered, but continually growing, stock 
of industry studies; without the extracts, the 
specific use made of each study would be 
extremely short-lived, despite the high cost of 
its preparation. 

(b) Compared with conventional "cataloguing", 
which offers no more than an indexing of 
materials of relatively unspecified reference 
value, the extracts will offer substantive reference 
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material that has already been predigestcd for a 
specified, yet fairly broad, range of uses. 

(t) Compared with the conventional "model plant" 
data, which is concerned only with the •'tech- 
nological norms" for each specified industry, 
the extracts will mike use of the so-called 
t'-chno-vTonomic feasibility studies, each re- 
presenting a synthesis of the data on engineering 
alternatives and the data on local markets and 
other economic factors. 

(a) Compared with the Proßlcs of Mmufacturin^ 
listMtshmaits, the extracts have the advantage 
of utilizing cost-price information, which is 
more explicitly structured for analytical pur- 
poses than the information normally available 
from the accounting records of operating 
enterprises; a relative disadvantage of the 
extracts is, however, that data available at the 
stage of the feasibility study reflect at best the 
well-informed imagination of those who pre- 
pared the studies. While r',c profile can be 
used as an important part of a diagnostic study 
on existing industries, which is itself a pre- 
requisite for industrial development planning, 
the extracts will more likely become an integral 
part of the UNIDO programme of information 
and training in industrial project preparation 
and evaluation. 

MAIN USES OF THE EXTRACTS 

The extracts, compiled and assembled from a variety 
of sources related to the developing countries, can be 
used for a variety of purposes connected with industrial 
development programming. Apart from their potential 
usefulness for general theoretical purposes, it is anti- 
cipated that their primary field uses will be: 

(a) As a reference at the stage where "ideas" for 
new development projects are being sought, 
before resources arc committed for intensive 
(and expensive) studies on selected ideas; 

(b) As a comparative reference for evaluating 
industrial project studies or offers from potential 
suppliers, with due attention to the possibilities 
for variations arising with a given type of 
industrial plant under different market and 
other regional conditions; 

(c) As a comparative reference for evaluating the 
performances of existing factories and enter- 
prises. 

In addition to various adaptive uses of the substantive 
contents of each extract, the standardized framework 
of extracts may in itself serve as a sample term of 
reference for the preparation of industrial feasibility 
studies. Also, when it is possible to follow up on a 
given industrial  project,  in  order to compare  pre- 



investment estimates with post-investment realities, 
a combinai reference to both the profiles type and the 
extracts type of information may provide an insight 
into factors crucial for realistic project programming, 
helping thereby to upgrade methods of project pre- 
paration in general. 

AN INVITATION TO PARTICIPATE 

The utility of the extract approach to obtaining 
reference programming data depends directly on the 
scale of collection achieved, and this depends on the 
co-operation of all agencies interested in the project, 

either as suppliers ol the naessarv inputs or as users 
or its outputs, or both. 

All institutions, private or government.il, thai .in- 
interested m making contributions to the extracts 
programme are invited to contait the ltuliiNtri.il Pro- 
gramming Section of the ltuliistri.il Policies and Pro- 
grammi, ig Division ot UNII Hi. If an institution 
possesses good feasibility studies but lacks the necessary 
personnel to prepare iK--.itr.ili/cil extracts from them, 
they may supply copies of such studies to UNil>0. 
which will then prepare the extracts. Alternatively, 
some other form of UNIDO assistance inav be 
arranged. 
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Appendix 

PROJECT: I»_Rc)l>U(.TlON_OF_FLAT IN II RMLDIATI S OF ALUMINIUM 
(Planning year: 1967) 

I. ORIGIN OFTHI-: STUDY   li    n      ~— — — _ __  1  '•   ll,ls stllv1V «'••" pr-'pjrcd by: in independent consulting rinn 

3. Si»- ni the economy cornilred: 
- Population (appróx): H million 
- Per capita GDP (approvi : 22i i US $ 
Other information : 

arc manufactured from imported intermediates. 

II. GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

2' ¡£aàHt "1ÌtCrÌa,5: ThC PhM Cm HSC CilhCr ,OCally produtCt' alu,ni,,iul" •> -• i(«^^ 'H»r the smelter, molu,, virgin 

4. Location«) factor»: 

IK. MARKET 

Product 

1. Tabulation of estimated demand on domestic 
and export markets: 

Increase 
Cumin     Of which Projected    pei 
annual       imparted   demand     year 

Unit     consumption     (%)      ¡n 1970    (%) 

Aluminium roofing 
*ee« »WO tons 
Galvaniied corrugated 
sheet« (substitution 
product) ooo tons 
Aluminium circles        ¡ lOO tons 
Aluminium extrusion 
products (building 
sections) ooo tons 

No export is envisaged. 

5,500 

1,000 
900 

310 

100 

100 
100 

100 

6,000 

none 
1,000 

2. Notes on methodology: The main factors in- 
fluencing the development in demand for alumi- 
nium rotine sheets and household utensils are: 
population development, purchasing power, and 
scope of substitution of aluminium products for 
other goods. Political and economic uncertainties 
lead to the assumption that no essential growth in 
« " u"r '*" **" e*Pi'acd in ,he •>«•'« diree vean. 
With favourable economic conditions (mercase 
of number of dwelling houses by 8";, per year) 
the demand could rise to 15.000-20,000 tons by 
19»). The demand analysis and projection is based 
on a fairly detailed market research (field studies, 
in which ail consumers of aluminium inter- 
mediate products were contacted). 

. Selection of product-mix: The main field of 
application tor aluminium will be: roofing sheets 
and sidings, household utensils, construction and 
building sections, packagings like tubes and cans, 
toils, conduction wires. Flat intermediates form 
the majority of all aluminium products imported 
now. The minimum capacity of an extrusion 
plant, about 1,000 tons per year, does not allow 
a profitable production of building sections and 
intermediates for packagings and wire during 
the next decade. Therefore, the project is designed 
to produce aluminium coils with a thickness of 
0.5 mm to 1.8 mm. Sheets and circles are pro- 
duced from these coils on separate finishing lines 
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IV. CAPACITY (IF PROPOSED PLANT 
 j 342-Q)    PAGL : 

1. Nominal maximum capacity according to major process: The planned maximum 
capacity is 30 tons per day of coils in a three-shift operation. 

Maximum fcasiblc capacity of the plant : The capacity ,s lim-Vc'cf bv"tHc Hu^ ,tg  ^7 u,"S ton, per veu  The 
maximum capac.ty .,. al  other maçhmery and equipment ranges from \t,,m) ,„ 24,(KM) tons peV v«r (thÄffi ,A¡,m) 

3. Expected maximum output of the plant : The expected maximum output is H8"„ of maximum feasible capacity. 

V. INVESTMENT ((MM) US $) 

7i)fci/ 

Total investment       7,326 

I.    Fixed assets'      4,919 

23 

99S 

971 
5 

1.1. Land, site development* (1.3 ha) .. 
1.2. Buildings  

- Factory (4,400 m¿, $35/m*) 
-Office (110 n»2, S45.7/BIÎ).. 
- Storage 
- Others 

Auxiliary department! 
(149 m*. $24.7/m>)  19 

Foreign 
currency 

component 

4,656 

3,955 

195 

190 
1 

3,7«) 

364 

403 
Hin 

1.3. Machinery & equipment      3,901 

(details see below) 

No impitrt duty is calculated on assets. It is assumed that the 
project is granted exemption from import duty tinder an 
investment promotion decree. 
No ¡and is sold for industrial sites, rental system. 
The auxiliary installations consist of a transformer station 
11 KV, 2,5(10 KVA,  fuel oil tank. 
supply, repair shop and laboratory. 

atr compressor, water 

7'HM/ 

2. Working capital      t,052 
2.1. Inventories        7(,7 

- Production materials, fuels 
& auxiliary materials (1/2 months) 

- Parts & supplies for repair 
4i maintenance  

- Work-in-process  
- Finished goods (I month)   

2.2. Accounts receivable (2 months)  

2.3. Other liquid assets (cash for 
unforeseeable payments)   69 

3. Other investments       755 

3.1. Pre-investment costs 

- Preliminary expenditure Ì 
- Planning costs }  
- Engineering costs during 

construction   
- Interest during construction 

(H"ó per annum)   
- Training costs  
- Others (know-how contract 

and contingencies)  
3.2. Start-up expenses  

- Consultant fees 
- Costs for test rim 
- Others 

Foreign 
currency 

Component 

If* 

168 

If* 

ISM 

72 

364 
81 

80 

533 

15» 

44 

242 
25 

64 

Installed 
Major machinery £r equipment capacity 

Melting and holding furnace      40 kW 
Hunter caster complete   70 kW 
Cold rolling plant     1,350 kW 
Stretcher leveller and slitter  290 kW 
Sheet and circle line  70 kW 
Packaging and delivery   35 kW 
Contingencies  
Auxiliary installations '     190 kW 
Office equipment and other equipment . 55 k\V 
Transportation facilities  _ 

Jo.b. 
supplier 
country's 

port 

121 
543 

1,040 
803 
223 

17 

352 
4ft 
18 

Transport 
cost 

(insurance 
freight) 

8 
38 
73 
56 
16 

1 

20 
2 
4 

Import 
duty 

Landing, 
locai instal- 
¡ation cost 

ì«r 
87 

167 
129 
36 

3 

52 
3 
1 

Total 

m 
668 

1,280 
988 
275 

21 
23 

424 
51 
23 

Foreign 
currency 

component 

143 
643 

1,232 
948 
267 
20 
16 

419 
50 

VI. MANNING TABLE BLE   j Total number of persons   121 

Shops 

1. Primary operativi- shops  
(including supervisors stari") 

Melting and casting department 
Rolling and heat treatment 

1st 
shift 

43 

11 
9 

Finishing department       23 

2nd 
shift 

20 

3rd ¡s, 
¿«fi                                  Shops shift 

i2           2. Auxiliary operative shops  24 

- Repair k maintenance    14 
9 - Utilities control  
3 - Product & material storage... 

—                 - Off-site 'ransport  4 
- Guards, cleaners, etc  6 

3. Administration  24 

shift 
3rd 

shift 

- Production management . 
- Research & development 
- Sales & purchase  
- General administration. . . 

4 
6 
3 

11 
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VII. ANNUM PROPIA HON I     i   .  . i ! I        • ~" ~" 
   IN  I     I    '««al annual expected maximum output: So.MO.OOO 

Dil IN l 

l'rotimi I «it 
('nils tor rooting sheets 
Coils tor circles'   

Quantity 

6,000 
1,000 

Í 'nit priff 
ex factory 
tVSSi 

Amatili 
tiimorer 

IIWVSS) 

5,500 
1.141» 

tons r>,000 920 per ton 
tons 1,000 1,000—1.200 

i  r        L i - Pcr t<m 

lor the production or I.OOO tons of circles, 1,500 tons of circle sheets are necessary. 

foreign salts 

Unit price       Animal 
<v factory       turnover 

Quantity       (CSS)      KHHU'SS) 

No exports foreseen 

Year of operation 
2nd 3rd 

5,7«) 

HI 

6,64« 

4« 

following 
years 

6,640 

2. Expected sales and inventory build-up:       (AM US$) /,-, 

- Production           4,050 
- Net inventory accumulation 

,   u. . (finished products)   282 HI 4« _ 
>?„C,ng P°lu>':.Thc ci.f. Prices of imported products arc taken as the basis, in which 2.5% landinK and hindliiui char»« ami 

VIII. ANNUAL OPERATING COSTS AND PROFITS   | 

Cost item 

Foreign 
Lfiit Annuai     currency 
prie MIS     component 

Unit (USS)Qmntity (VOOVS$)(0OUUS$) 
Total costs (1-8) ,, _     5054 

1. Material costs      4,096 

Raw material 
Aluminium pigs tons   551 5,74« 
Aluminium 

•crap'  tons   395 1,440 
Operating and 

general supplies  
Energy costs 

Electric energy . Kwh 0.013 5,444,(XXJ 
Fuel oil tons       80 2,463 
Compressed air. 9 cu.m./min. at H atm. 

Water* cu.m. 0.25       88,000 

3,163 

569 

67 

71 
197 

7 

618 

569 

569 

In addition there are 1,650 tons re-circulating material at an 
annual production of 7,000 tons end product. 

2 Cooling water is re-circulated. 
•' Industrial sites are to be rented from a Development Cor- 

poration. 
* Sales tax docs not apply to industrial intermediates. 
* Linear depreciation, in general: 3.5% for buildings and site 

development; 7% for machinery and equipment and other 
investment, 25% for factory and office equipment and of 
vehicles. 

« In general: 2% of building costs; 5% of investment costs of 
equipment. 

Foreign 
Annual       currency 

coiti        component 
(000VSS)   (000USS) 

214 
140 
37 
37 

J0O 
3~ 

49 
49 

Cost item 

2. Personnel costs (*)  
2.1. Wage» & salaries    
2.2. Contributions to social securities 
2.3. Fringe benefits  
3. Interests ($1,182,000at8,5%) '.'. 
4. Rents for site*   

5. Indirect taxes at company level«. 
6. Depreciation s  
6.1. Buildings  
6.2. Machinery & equipment (includ- 

ing transportation)  
6.3. Office equipment  
6.4. Other investment  
7. Administrative expenses & sales 

costs  

8. Other costs (maintenance, repair 
and contingencies) *  

9. Profit before tax    

of which - profit tax 50%  
- subsidies 

Domestic Foreign 
Ammal Amtml 

«%« & wages & 

m                               *»'*«'« f- salaries P    Foreign 
rL    •    r       K,    r   /""'S4' fri,W      currency 
Categories of       No. of    benefits    No. of   benefits    component 
persons employed persons (00OUS$)ptrsons (000US$)((mUSS) 

Top managers 
Engineers 
Technicians 
Commercial 

staff 
Clerks and 

typists 
Foremen 
Skilled 

operatives 
Semi-skilled 

operatives 
Unskilled 

operatives 
Part-time 

operatives 
Other special 

categories 

1 

3 

10 
5 

41 

20 

38 

2n 

3 

10 

12 
11 

60 

20 

28 

25 
50 

22 
26 
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IX. FINANCING l»KOI>()SAI. (in US$ 
342-1.1) I'ACil. 4 

1. Equity cipit.il (total): 3,310,000 (of which tonigli lurrciiiv 
component: 2,155,000). 

2. Long-term loans (total) :  1,505,000 
- Kate of interest: H"„ per annum 
- Repayment:        Over six years, starting in the third year 

ot production. 

3. Other loans: 

Supplier's imltts: 2.321.noo, ot which forcipi curmicv 
lomponcnt: 2.321,000 ASMI me* a mai lune supplier's credit 
70 ",, „| the c.i.f. value ol the prodiutioii m.uliiiii-rv. Hie 
remaining Mr\ K p,,¡d ,,s follows: III-'., cash down when 
ordering, 1»",, upon delivery. III", when machinerv is 
ready tor operation. 

Remarks on the fmaiuing policy : Uns is mils a inule 
financing proposal. 

X. IMPLEMENTATION PLAN { 

1. Technicali elaboration servile: Technical collaboration with the patent owner, the Hunter Enginecrine. Con» USA is m- 
dispcnsablc. The i.»is ol a know-how contract are estimated at $64.000. h h        ' 

2. Project.management: No special project management is envisaged The technical supervision and control of the construítion 
are to be handled by the collaborating foreign corporation. 

3. Recruitment and training of personnel •:I hree expatriate» will run the company One supervisor and three foremen will he 
trained abroad for up to a one-and-a-half ve.\ period. I he u.st* of tin* programme arc estimated at $25,000 |)Ui dm- to the 
sophisticated production technique, the cxpitriates should not Ix- replaced by domestic statini the tir« vears of production 

4. Other items : 

5. Time schedule:   For the realization of the pi oi „et a total penod of 30 months will be neccssarv: i e 
Planning and awarding of contract        ij m,M1ths 
Construction period, buildings, simultaneous delivery and shipping of machines. 14 months 
Assembly of machines and test runs  7 „,,,„,i,. 

fcxtcnsionphasc: An extension of the casting capacity is possible without disturbing the product»«• flow  ( "buildimt Work" 
system), The tuning of the extension phase depends on the growth of demand. 

X!. DATA FOR EVALUATION 

1. Profitability evaluation : 
Check: 
(x) Break-even point analysis 
( ) Return to total capital 
( ) Pay back 
(x) Rentability: return to equity capital 

2. Further profitability analysis for 
given project life (Bankability test) ; 
Check: 
( ) Internal rate ol" return 
( ) Net present value 
( ) Any other method used 

3. National economic benefit-tost 
analysis (National pnorits test): 
Check: 
(X) Direct value added and employment 

effects 
(x) Balance of payment erteci 
(x) Social marginal productivity of 

capital 
(x) Backward and forward effects 
( ) Synthetic benefit cost analysis 

,,..,.,  , { ) Anv other method used 
Ofw a short oiulme of the methods used and major findings : 

Break-even point analysis: The fixed costs of $1,054,000 consist of indirect labour, administrative, selling and general expenses 
maintenance and repair, depreciation and interest. The variable costs at full production (7,000 tons) of $4,156,000 include direct 
labour, materials and supplies. An allowance for contingencies of 5"„ is added. The prices for finished products are $920 per ton for 
sheets and $1,115 per ton on avctagc for circles. A constant proportion of output of sheets and circles is assumed at all degrees of 
capacity utilization, rhus the break-even point lies at an annual production ot 2,900 tons of rooting mils and 500 tons of circles, 
i.e. 49% ot maximum feasible capacity. The possibility of cost reduction by buving molten aluminium is not taken into consideration 
in this calculation. 

RentaMily: return to equity capital: Assuming a tax holiday of five years, the yield on equity lapital is in the fit« year of operation H'\„ 
in the second year 27",,, in the third year 37",,, in the long run 22"¿, on an average. 

Direct value added and employment effects: The net value added at factor costs amounts to $1,900,000, i.e. wages and salaries $214.000, 
interest $100.000, profit before taxes $1,586,000. The project provides work for 120 domestic employees. 38 of which are unskilled 
and 20 of which are semi-skilled. 

Balance oj payment effect: The savings per annum from the substitution of imports of aluminium semi-processed products amount to 
some $6,000,000 (c.i.f. value), after deduction of the exchange expenses for the import of strap ($569,000) and for the salaries of the 
European management ($49,000). The net savings will be reduced bv some $550.000 if the transfer of profit ol a foreign partner 
holding 65"„ of the equity capital ($484,000) is taken into account. 

Social marginai productivity of capital: Each $100 of capital investment creates $25 of additional domestic 'luome from profit, taxes 
and wages and salaries, excluding the salary of the European management start". 

Backward and forward effects : The aluminium semi-processing plant closes the gap between the production of raw .illuminimi and 
the manufacturing ot finished goods. 
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XII. SUPPLEMENT 

11.3 (Comparison oí hôtesses 

a) From the technologk.il standpoint 

I >ccp-drawing producir household utensils, cam 
Building materials: rooting sheets, sidings, frames, ventilating pipes 
Miscellaneous: p,)illtl.d shccts. p.ukagingS. welded pipes for irrigation purposes, foils 

b) From the economic standpoint 

J-Ä Ä b-d <>» *c expected demand in |«o of 
The conventional process involves very hLh  nmtn em «d^^^       7 "k ^ ^ F°^ wcrc k"ft out ofc»"»d«atkm. 

to few Al-alloy, with no .pec«! quality requirement, and there i» a clear c'^ advlmag". Pelted, the demand » limited 

Comparison of 'Investment Costs (fixed assets) and Conversion Costs in (M) US S 

Raw Material and Heating 

hocess Type of investment 1. Raw material 
Al pigs and scrap 

2, Fumate 
elettrk oil 

1. Raw material 
molten Al 

2. Puntate 
elettrk oil 

1   Conventional Technical equipment 
Buildings? 

Total 

Conversion costs ct/kg 

2. Hunter Engineering    Technical equipment 
Buildings- 

Total 

Conversion costs ct/kg 

3. Hazcfett Catting Technical equipment 
Buildings* 

Total 

Conversion costs ct/kg 

5,750 
2,200 

7,950 

11.8 

5,4.*) 
2.2(H) 

7,630 

13.2* 

4,380 
1.400 

5.78(1 

10.3 

5,850 
1,200 

7,050 

5,050 
2,(60 

7,100 

».5 

4,250 
1,300 

5,550 

8.0 

5,650 
U30 

6,780 

' Twí? r?-T"?"r.^,n0,,1t mfrtÌmn- amiWB °thm a gWW,h mc of thc mmb" »f dwrfKng house, of 8", per v«r 

J The local price for fuel oil f„ exceeds the world market price; otherwise the conversion costs would h* M Srr/fc 
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XHI. CASH FLOW TABLE ((XX) USS) 

1st 
A.   Source of cash    3,316 

1.    Financial resources: 

Constitution year 

2nd 

342-(l) PAC iE 6 

total 3,316 
1.1. Loan"  
1.2. Equity    3,316 
1.3. Suppliers' credits  
1.4. Subsidies  
2.    Sales revenue:*  

(half)     1st 2nd 

3,826 3,718 5,679 

3,826     - — 

1.505 

Production year 

M      4th      5th      6th      7th 

6,640   6,640  6,640  6,640  6,640   6.640 

Terminal 
value of 

8th        assets 

2,321 

H.   Uses of cash       792 

1. Fixed capital expenditure; 
total       424 

1.1. Land, site improvements & 
building»       104 

1.2. Machinery & equipment 
Öew installation)      32O 

achinr-y & equipment 
(replacement)  

2. Net working capital: 
total      __ 

2.1. Stockt of materials  
2.2. Work-in-process-*  
2.3. Stocks of fini shed products  
3. Pre-investment & start-up 

expenses:«      368 

4. Production expenditure: 
total  

3,718 5,679   6,640 

6,530 

4.1. Personnel expenditure    
4.2. Materials^  
4.3. Administrative expenditure 
4.4. Indirect taxes & royalties .. 
4.5. Other expenditure 

(outside repair works)  
(contingencies)  

5.    Debt service: 
total  

1,640  4¿44  3^684 5,795 

1,464  3,031     -      _ 

914 

550  3,031 

-       947     287    352 

250   ~~5      73 

282      81 

t?6     798   _-       198 

3,080 4,248 

214     214 
2,469 3,568 

105     105 

6,640  6,640  6,640  6,640  6,640 

6,357 5,521   5,778  5,778  5,835 

-        - 76     -        _ 

76 

176 

36 

40 

100 

4.787 

2Í4 
4,096 

105 

4,787 4,787 4,787 4.787 4,787 

2Ì4 214 214 2Í4 214 
4,096 4,096 4,096 4,096 4.096 

105 105 105 105 105 

5.1. Interest on loans   
5.2. Repayment of loans & credits. 
6.    Dividends & profit* taxes paid: 

C.   Surplus/Deficit (A— li)  

Surplus/Deficit accumulated: 

112     112 
180    231 

- -        159     317 ME9 

159     317  ~317 
712 

- _-       -      -      166 

2,524 —1,640 —418      34 -116 

2,524       884     466     500   H4 

112 112     112 112 112 112 
260 260    2*0 260 260 260 

1,235 1,235     326 jJ26 326 307 

257 175      86 ^66 45 " 2Ì 
978 1,060    240 260 281 286 
332 332    332 665 665 665 

110 273  M19 862 862 805 

494 767 1,886 2,748 3,610 4,415 

l Loins of différent terms should be shown separately. 
* Annual value of production of finished goods minus 

annual accumulation of finished goods inventory. 
J Total production costs minus production costs of 

finished goods. 
* Not including interest during construction. 
1 Annual purchase minus annual accumulation of ma- 

terials inventory. 
* This item stands for the part of profit which is to be 

paid out, namely profit tax, dividends, feet of the 
members of the executive board, managerial staff's 
share in profits, etc. Actually this sum will be established 
after allowances have been made for depreciation which 
arc not included under item 4 production expenditure). 
The cash flow balance should be programmed, therefore, 
in such a way that all necetsary replacement (B.1.3.) 
can be covered in any year by the accumulated surplus. 

76     (2,180) 

(  677) 

(1,250) 

76    (    38) 

-      0,762) 

(  364) 

( 403) 

(1,210) 
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Checklist of concepts and problems 
in industrial planning 

planners and consultants in the developing countries 
•1 are continually faced with the need to produce 
quickly tentative proposals for industrial development. 
This emphasis on speed, coupled with the chronic 
shortage of experienced personnel, puts a premium 
on tools that can be used to aid the planner in this 
task. 

As a partial, modest response to this need, this article 
presents a checklist of concepts and problems that a 
planner may wish to consider in formulating recom- 
mendations for industrial development strategy, plans 
and programmes, and implementation schemes for a 
particular country. This checklist is intended to stimulate 
ideas. Not all of them will be important to a particular 
country. Furthermore, their relative importance will 
vary from country to country. It is up to the individual 
planner to determine which of these or any other 
concepts or problems he may need to consider seriously. 

For convenience, the concepts and problems have 
been grouped into the following six general categories: 

(a) Industrial strategy; 
(b) The role of government and institutions ; 
(c) Foreign   markets,   imported   technology,   and 

foreign aid; 
(J)   Planning ; 
(e)   Planning for implementation; 
(J)   Foreign investment and imports. 

Industrial strategy 

Industrial strategy usu illy deals with major long-term 
measures envisioned to provide a general framework 
for the relatively flexible planning of short- and medium- 
term development. The importance of this framework 
is attested to by the following list of concepts and 
problems that may be considered m dealing with it: 

The essentially long-term nature of .1 strategy, owing 
to the long-term courses of action to which it usually 
commits the country's Government, its people, and 
us resources, should be recognized. 
Plans  and   policies   should   not   be  confused   with 
strategy; attempts to make them serve as substitutes 
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for a well-thought-out basic strategy should be 
avoided. 
The proper role and proportion of industrial develop- 
ment will vary from one developing country to 
another and can best be determined separately for 
each country. 

Industrial development exerts a heavy influence 
(compared with its proportion of GDP) on the 
wholi development strategy of a country. 
Sometimes the attempt is made to achieve occasional 
leaps forward in industrial development, instead of 
pursuing a continuing development at a slower rate. 
It should be recognized that industrial development 
must share in the allocation of funds and other resources 
with the development of infrastructure and agriculture 
and the development of mineral exports, including 
petroleum. 
It is important to capture the popular imagination 
with the industrial development programme, in order 
to gain active support for it. 
Determination of strategy for development cannot be 
based solely upon the mathematical weighting and 
aggregation of the proposed development of individual 
sectors, owing to the arbitrariness of weight assignment. 
Less formalized and more direct methods of arbitrating 
the final sectoral mix on which the development 
strategy is to be based, are usua'ly preferable. 
Since development plans must serve multiple pur- 
poses, no single purpose in them can be optimized, 
although suboptimizations are often feasible and 
useful. 

Some objectives are essentially contradictory, such 
as  maximizing  productivity  and   minimizing   un- 

* UNIDO has repeatedly received requests from planner» in 
developing countries for a li« of concept, and problems that 
would «„„ulatc their creative thinking on .idustrial strategy, 
planning, and implementation issues. In partial response to 
these requests, several lists of concepts and problems are presented 
in this article. The lists were compiled by the UNIDO secre- 
tariat, but each list draw, heavily upon the thinking of con- 
sultants and planner» mini both the developing and the developed 
countries. r 



employment at the same time; what is called for is 
something of a compromise. 

There is usually constant opposition between short- 
term and long-term objectives. High investment for 
greater long-term growth comes at the expense of 
short-term production for immediate consumption 
or consumption of imports. 

A strategy that forces an "either . .. or" choice (a 
dichotomic choice) between developing one major 
part or the economy, such as infrastructure, and 
another, such as industry, should be avoided. What 
is needed is an intelligent blending of the develop- 
ment of various areas. Some of the other areas in 
which it is important to avoid a dichotomic choice 
are: 

(a) Export promotion versus import substitution ; 
(b) Heavy industry versus light industry ; 
(c) Cash crops versus subsistence agriculture ; 
(d) Balanced versus unbalanced economic growth. 

Alternative industrial strategies should be developed 
so that the "best" of several may be selected, or so 
that the selected strategy can be more easily changed 
it it becom .„ desirable to do so. These alternative 
strategies can be developed by : 

(a) Varying the goal mix; 
(b) Varying the policies adopted; 
(r) Comparing different sequences of arriving at 

the same results after a given period. 
Industries that are likely to yield the highest returns 
in terms of satisfying some of the goals should be 
identified. This will be a trial and re-trial iteration 
process. 
Strategy should be based on an extensive analysis of 
all relevant information and the examination of 
various alternatives- rather than solely on the charac- 
ter of an industry or on an average development 
pattern in a number of countries, established by 
regression analysis. 
Prospective industries should be roughly classified 
into supply-determined industries (natural resource 
and power-oriented) and demand-determined in- 
dustries, in order to focus attention on the limits 
to their rate of expansion. 
Possession of rich mineral resources does not neces- 
sarily make a country potentially rich-extraction 
costs, transport costs, and the high capital invest- 
ment required to process them often prevent their 
economic exploitation. 
A choice may have to be made between capital- 
intensive and labour-intensive techniques of pro- 
duction. 
The size of the domestic market for industrial pro- 
ducts cannot usually be measured by per capita income 
or GDP; instead, the distribution of the country's 
income needs to be taken into account. 
Human resources usually suffer from a shortage of 

the needed skills, too rapid a pace of urbanization 
without corresponding supporting industrialization, 
and a rigid social stratification. These impose rather 
severe restraints on the development strategy. 
An adequate supply of spare parts and skilled repair- 
men to maintain continuous output in the industries 
by preventing costly shutdowns must be assured. 

Tin- role of commuait and institutions 

The   role   ot   government   and institutions focuses 
upon the continuing need to design policies and estab- 
lish new  institutions specifically' to  support   selected 
industrial development strategies and plans.  In doing 
this, consideration   may be  given   to   the   following 
concepts and problems: 

Society's  genera!  long-range objectives  should be 
clarified. Industrialization is not an ami in itself but 
is rather a means to achieve desired economic pro- 
gress and social welfare. 
The need for an industrial development strategy and 
for close co-op ration between the planners and the 
framers of the strategy should be recognized. 
Because of growing demographic  pressures (high 
rate of increase of population), there is a need to 
industrialize at a greater rate. 
In   most   developing   countries   the   development 
strategy for industry should be closely tied to those 
for agriculture, institutions and infrastructure. 
The country's  policies that bear on  development 
need to be continually revised. 
What responsibility the public, the co-operative, and 
the private sectors will have in furthering industrial 
development must be determined. 
Controls may be needed on the allocation of scarce 
resources. 
Fiscal, income, and pricing policies may need to be 
revised to allow or encourage the desired industrial 
development. 
Some restriction may need to be placed on the 
expansion of industries producing luxury goods and 
some limit placed on the import of such goods in 
order to release resources for expansion of industries 
producing the 'essentials". 
The future dr.ùn of capital out of the country to 
service foreign debts may be overlooked when 
foreign loans arc contracted or foreign investment 
to develop the country's industry is welcomed. 
Industries that will replenish the foreign exchange 
they initially require by contributing to the country's 
exports or reducing its imports should be promoted. 
Sufficient import capacity or foreign aid or foreign 
loans to overcome the country's deficit in the supply 
of raw materials, intermediate goods, equipment, 
consumer goods, management know-how. or skilled 
manpower services should be available. If the capacity 
is inadequate, ways will have to be sought to increase 
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it,  or the itulustri.il development programme  will 
be restricted. 
New special financing institutions may have to  be 
established to loan, or otherwise provide, the initial 
capital  and continuing working capital  needed   bv 
industry. 

Certain  projects should  be  chosen  for  location   in 
particular  areas  of the  country   with   the  aim   of 
reducing regional inequalities, 
A   government-supported   programme   of research 
ami development on specific industrial problems of 
the country should be considered. 

horciyi   markets,   importai   technology   anil  fomiti    aid 

Some of the problems ami concepts related to foreign 
markets,  imported  technology,   and  foreign  aid   for 
industrial development are: 

The question of access to foreign markets for ex- 
portable raw materials brings up the problem  of 
how much value to add to the raw materials before 
exporting them. 
Access to foreign markets is not simply a matter of 
producing competitively or of subsidizing exports, 
but also involves imaginative trade policies to pene- 
trate areas already dominated by large vested in- 
terests. 

Foreign aiti may sometimes be allowed to dominate 
a country's industrial development strategy, when the 
country's strategy should actually determine the 
foreign aid projects. 
Technological and technical problems often arise 
from the dependent position of developing countries 
with respect to what is offered or sold to them by 
the developed countries; what is offered is not 
always the best and in some cases is very unsuitable 
for economic use in the developing country. Prob- 
lems also arise from the direct transfer of advanced 
technology from the developed countries without 
sufficient adaptation or modification. Special con- 
ditions existing in the developing countries, which 
should be used to advantage, are ignored. 

i'lmniiio 

Only a few of the concepts and problems related to 
the planning of industrial development can be included 
in the following list: 

Too great a pressure may k- brought to bear on the 
planning group, with the result that politically 
popular investment projects, inadequately supported 
by economic analysis or comparison with other 
possible projects, are selected. 
Personnel   capable   of  adequately   evaluating   pre- 
liminary feasibility studies is lacking. 
I he  lack  of feasibility studies  in connexion with 
pia- s and  planning leaves the   planner with only 
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tentative choices tu' general options and too few 
specific projects. 

Different criteria are used to select different in- 
vestment projects, rather than common criteria and 
common accounting values, which permit a more 
valid comparison to be made of t • contribution of 
the various projects. 
A propensity to build large plants in order to impress 
people with something spectacular is sometimes 
encountered. 
New plants are constructed when the .ame results 
could be achieved by expanding or modernizing 
existing plants. 

Unnecessary investment i, made in industrial con- 
struction, when it would be possible to leave the 
installation without protective cover or with only 
a light shelter. 

Plmmiiio for implementation 

Planning for implementation is increasingly being 
recognized as an important part of industrial develop- 
ment planning. Some problems and concepts related 
to this area include: 

Thinking of planning and plan implementation as 
two distinct processes rather than as a continuous 
process leads to poor planning and uneconomical 
allocation of resources. 
Planning that gives little or no attention to the im- 
plementation phase often leads to a significant gap 
between planned results and economies and those 
actually realized. 
In order to achieve the "best" use of available invest- 
ment resources and  at the  same time  to reduce 
inflationary pressures, the plan should include sufficient 
inducements and controls to encourage investment 
in the desired industries and discourage investment 
in the less essential industries, or investment abroad. 

Failure to take into account during the planning 
stage the demands that the planned industrial projects 
will place on infrastructure,  the country's supply 
of  skilled  personnel,   and  its  capacity   to  import 
leads to delays in project implementation and inter- 
ference with the operation of existing industry. 
Planning the implementation of too many projects 
at the same time results in too much competition 
for material, equipment, skills, imports and money. 
Projects planned using only one set of key variables 
are  not flexible enough  to  survive  changing  or 
unforeseen conditions. Each project should be planned 
with at least two variations of one or more key 
variables (those most likely to change at the time 
of implementation), such as capital intensity or the 
minimum economic size of the production unit or 
the import content. 



Lack of foreign exchange to finance the import 
content of the planned investment programme mav 
arise from unforeseen changes in the balani c-of- 
payments position owing to such things .is adverse 
shifts in terms of traile, emergency imports of f.»od. 
and failure to attract foreign capital .it the planned 
rate. 
insufficient allowance may be matte at the planning 
stage for increase» in protect capital costs caused by 
unforeseen delays. These automati«.ally increase the 
capital-to-outpiit ratio of the princit. 
Inadequate allowance may be made at tin- planning 
stage for probable delays in project implementation 
caused by organizational diftkuhies. transport bottle- 
necks, and inadequate time-scheduling «if material 
and equipment deliveries or for possible delays in 
project implementation caused by bad weather. 

Fmign investment and imports 

Both foreign investment and imports should receive 
adequate   attention   in   planning   industrial   growth. 
Some important concepts and problems in these areas 
are: 

Lack of control over the How of foreign investment 
into industrial projects results in a pattern of invest- 
ment in conflict with the planned or desired pattern, 
in an unproductive competition with already estab- 
lished  local  plants,  and in  a  wasteful  (from  the 

developing country's point of view) usi- of foreign 
capital. 
loo much emphasis on direct foreign investment m 
iiiihmri.il projects and too little on foreign loans 
results m too great a long-term outflow of funds ami 
adds to the halance-of-payments problem. 
Importing capital go«xls for new plants is unwise 
when the foreign exchange could better be used to 
import essential replacement parts for existing plants. 
Purchase of foreign know-how and specialists' 
services as part of an industrial plant package con- 
tract is inadvisable when they could be purchased 
at less cost if purchased separately from capital 
equipment. 
Opportunities to minimize the import content of" 
the project and to give preference to imports payable 
in soft currency  may  be misted.  If plannen are 
imaginative, they can find ways to use local materials 
and skills in constructing a plant instead of relying 
heavily on imported materials and skills. This would 
add to local employment during the construction 
period and should reduce import requirements as 
well as costs,  provided  that sufficient attention  is 
paid to the use of more labour-intensive (less capital- 
intensive) methods of constructing the plant. 
The lists of concepts anil problems presented m this 

article are by no means complete, nor are they intended 
to be.  Rather, they arc  presented to stimulate the 
planner's thinking and to give him at least a start on 
planning in these areas. 
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Planning the implementation of 
industrial projects 

This article deals primarily with industrial project 
implementation in mixed economies and assumes 

an economic system that allows industries to be created 
and conducted either by the public sector or by the 
private sector. Inasmuch as the main focus of the 
article is on public-sector activity, many of the ideas 
brought out should be useful to countries with centrally 
planned economies. 

ESSENTIALS OF SUCCESSFUL IMPLEMENTATION 

The aims of planning, the methods used to formulate 
and implement industrial development plans and pro- 
grammes, and the results, are closely related to a country's 
political, economic and social values as well as to its 
level of development. Since these values and levels 
vary from one country to another, the results and 
repercussions of development planning in one country 
may well differ from those in another even though 
both have adopted similar methods. 

In spite of the differences between countries, however, 
the growing body of expérience contains lessons that 
are relevant to all countries. One striking lesson is 
that planning by itself does not produce development. 
IX'vcloping countries have devoted a good deal of 
thought, energy and expertise to achieving com- 
prehensiveness, consistency and precision in planning 
their industrial and economic development, but have 
not devoted similar efforts to implementation. The 
formulation of a development plan or programme 
has often become an end in itself. Failure to achieve 
the intended development has frequently been attributed 
to shortcomings in planning techniques, whereas the 
real shortcoming has often been a failure to achieve 
successful, or even satisfactory, implementation. Careful 
pluming when not promptly followed by well- 
organized implementation is like window-shopping: it 
may be pleasurable to the performer and give rise to 
attractive fantasies, but its practical effect may be 
negligible. This is true even when the planners go beyond 
aggregate planning to commission feasibility studies and 
evaluations of a number of projects. Although a step 

forward, the feasibility study stilt leaves the customer at 
the window-shopping stage: an estimated price has been 
put on the delectable merchandise, and the delights 
to be expected from its ownership have been elaborated, 
but actual ownership still remains no more than an 
aspiration. 

Industrial development should be viewed as a con- 
tinuous activity, of which the plan or programme is 
only the beginning. The momentum must be main- 
tained through all stages: programming of industrial 
development; setting of implementation policy; the 
creation of an organization for implementation; carrying 
out of feasibility studies; formulation and evaluation 
of projects; and finally the execution of projects, leading 
to project operation over a period of many years. 
The completion of one stage, e.g. the planning stage 
or the feasibility study, should not be regarded as a 
point at which to sit back and rest, bin only as the 
starting point for the next stage. In fact, however, this 
is not the course of action followed in many countries. 

In implementing industrial projects, developing 
countries encounter various economic, technical, ad- 
ministrative or managerial shortcomings. Therefore, 
the use of soui:d policy measures, appropriate institu- 
tions and an effective communications system linking 
ali the elements in the system of implementation with 
the controlling authority arc prerequisites for successful 
implementation. The following paragraphs will deal 
briefly with these important elements. 

•This artitlc is taken from a collection of materials that have 
been repeatedly used for briefing and training purpose! in 
UNHX) advisory missions and training workshops on project 
implementation. During these- workshops and missions, officials 
from the developing countries have frequently requested 
UNHX) to make the ñutiríais more accessible to all consultants 
and advisers on industrial development planning and im- 
plementation. In response to these requests, one of the docu- 
ments from the workshop material on the implementation of 
industrial projects is presented in this article. This document 
was prepared by U. UF.RKOFF of the Commonwealth Develop- 
ment Finance Companv in London in co-operation with the 
UNIDO secretariat. 



Some common shortfalls of implementation 

It may be useful to list some of the principal obstacles 
to successful implementation in developing countries. 
Some are created by the Government itself through its 
failure to realize the need tor continuous planning and 
action. Although these obstacles can be observed in all 
types of development programmes, they are particularly 
acute in the implementation of industrial projects 
because of the importance of these projects and their 
capital intensity. 

Problems oj planning as obstacles to effective implementation 

While this article is concerned with the implementa- 
tion of industrial development projects, and the prob- 
lems of planning arc formally outside its scope, it 
must be recognized that project implementation is 
frequently impeded by shortcomings in planning. The 
most common of then- are : 

(a) Failure to take into account the inherent ad- 
ministrative, managerial, institutional, financial, 
political and social limitations on the country's 
growth potential ; 

(b) Concentration on the largely macrocconomic 
framework for the development programme, 
dealing with aggregates based on broad gen- 
eralizations (such as over-all capital-output 
ratios) while not providing a framework for 
the translation of sectoral plans into individual 
projects; 

(c) Inconsistencies in industrial development pro- 
grammes, which may lead to targets that 
cninot be implemented. 

Inadequate project evaluation 

The lack of proper project evaluation usually results 
in wrong estimates of costs and inaccuracies in estimates 
of resources required. 

Inadequate administrative,  organizational and managerial 
capacity 

For any or all of the reasons mentioned, the ad- 
ministrative organization of the Government may be 
weak with respect to industrial project planning, and 
structural reforms may be necessary before the country 
can measure up to the demands of its industrialization 
programmes. This may also be true for managerial 
competence. 

Excessive governmental interference with private enterprise 

Excessive direct intervention of the Government in 
business affairs should be avoided especially if it is 
non-economic, since  it  may discourage the growth 

of the private sector of the economy. Indirect go\em- 
inent influence on the general setting in which the 
private enterprise operates is nevertheless possible 
through fiscal ami monetary policy. 

Pitfalls encountered in implementation by public enletptise 

Unfortunately, as has been evident, industrial projects 
implemented under the control ot the Government 
arc often subject to a complex of mutually conti adictory 
objectives and considerations. Interference by politicians 
may be due to their belief that such enterprises can be 
used as a means of doing many things for many people; 
such attempts to achieve conflicting objectives usually 
preclude the possibility of concentration on making 
the venture economically successful. Moreover, treating 
industrial projects as part of the governmental ad- 
ministrative system may retard their implementation. 
If government officials are slow in making decisions 
concerning a project, adhere too closely to the original 
plans, and do not allow sufficiently for changes in 
circumstances, the result may be confusion, delay .nut 
high costs. 

Ineffective techniques for programming and control of project 
implementation 

The implementation of industrialization projects 
should be flexible. For the most part, the developing 
countries do not recognize project implementation as 
a dynamic process, which is often more intricate in 
content and structure than the preparation of the 
development plan or programme itself. No effective 
techniques are available in most developing countries 
to enable them to analyse the problems encountered 
in implementing industrial projects, i.e. to ensure the 
timely detection of bottlenecks such as delays or 
shortages in supplies, manpower, capital and equip- 
ment; to co-ordinate the execution of dependent 
projects; and to allocate scarce resources. Nor are there 
adequate control systen * to feed back actual performance 
results, to evaluate at revise policies as necessary, 
to re-allocate available resources and update plans of 
implementation. 

Essential measures for effective implementation 

It follows from this brief survey of common problems 
that, to be realistic, planning for industrial develop- 
ment must take proper account of a country's economic, 
political and social level of development and its ad- 
ministrative and managerial structure. It also follows 
that the Government should take steps to secure ef- 
fective implementation. To this end, it should consider 
a combination of carefully devised policy measures 
(a  discussion  of which   is beyond  the  scope of this 
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article), the creation of an effective institutional frame- 
work, ami organized implementation and control 
methods. The principles governing the creation and 
operation of institutions for industrial development 
are discussed later on in this article. 

It is of primary importance to create effective in- 
stitutions with competent management, ami to delegate 
add]nate powers and authority to them. Because the 
forces affecting industrial development are complex, 
no institution can function in a vacuimi but must have 
support and willing co-operation at all levels of the 
Government. This is likely to he achieved only if 
there i. effective communication within the Govern- 
ment so that the officials concerned are conversant 
with industrial policy and participate in the formulation 
of the industrial development programme; in this way 
they become involved and recognize that the programme 
targets affecting them may be of their own creation 
and arise out of work they have done. It should be 
the aim or the planners and policy-makers to secure 
such involvement at all levels, from ministers down 
to junior officials. They should also seek to educate the 
Government to negate the assumption that once a 
development programme has been formulated, the 
Government has done all that it need do. There must 
be effective implementing institutions enjoying the 
support and co-operation of the Government, anil the 
Government must always be ready to consider new 
circumstances encountered in practice and to make 
any changes in policy and provide any governmental 
action that may be required 

Administrative and organizational links between the 
implementing institutions must be created, as well as 
between them and the ( ¡overnment. This may entail 
changes within the government administration which 
will usually be best formulateli by policy-makers 
through consultation with industrial planners and 
administrators or specialists in public administration. 
The policy-makers would have to decide inter alia 
whether to endeavour to make a comprehensive reform 
at the outset or to proceed gradually. Such changes 
would involve designating the departments and persons 
responsible for project implementation and fixing their 
responsibilities and authority. 

It may also be necessary to make a study of the 
government administration to identify weaknesses or 
shortcomings that may impede the work of implementa- 
tion, to ascertain the causes and to formulate remedial 
action. This examination may reveal that the intended 
development is. in fact, too ambitious even after all 
practicable improvements have been made in the 
administrative structure. If so, it will be necessary to 
adopt more realistic targets. Hence, it is important to 
study the administrative organization and to formulate 
all necessary changes in it at an early stage in the 
planning process. 
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IHR IMI'I IMI STATION OI INDIVIDUAI PROJK IS 

Gorerninent institutions ¡nui agencies for imphmciitdtion 

In sponsoring projects, the Government has usually 
two principal objectives: 

!,i) Each project should be effectively implemented 
and should succeed in reaching its direct 
objective -generally the production of certain 
goods or services in as economical .1 manner 
as possible; 

(l>) The project should take its proper place within 
the broader framework i>t" the Government's 
development programme. 

Since many ot the fu tors affecting industry are 
susceptible to ijuick. important change, considerable 
rlo.ibility must be built into an industrial development 
programme. The system set up for implementation 
should ensure that overenthusiastic or single-minded 
departments do not attempt to direct the project 
management in too great detail, proffering too frcc|iicnt 
advice or demanding too much information. 

The problem is in effect the familiar one of finding 
the proper balance between centralization and de- 
centralization: how to give the management of a 
public-sector project the freedom to take quick, firm 
decisions in response to changing business conditions, 
while st the same time protecting the position and 
interests ot the public sector in matters affecting the 
direction, content, duration, cost, termination and 
other broad policy aspects of the project. While the 
needs and problems of each project must be suitably 
represented to the Government, an effective filter 
must be created to protect the project from govern- 
ment involvement in its control and management. 

Institutions for implementation 

Thus, a hierarchy may be visualized, with the Gov- 
ernment at the head, the individual projects at the 
base and specialized institutions in between, each ele- 
ment being responsible to the deinert above it. The 
proper balance between centralization and decentrali- 
zation may be attained by putting project manage- 
ment immediately under the surveillance of an institution 
in the hierarchy that is itself either insulated from 
the pressures referred to above or that is capable 
ot absorbing those pressures and passing on to the 
project only business-like directives consistent with 
the project's basic aims and with management's 
operational autonomy. This may be achieved if such 
an institution is not part of a government department 
and its only responsibility is to ensure the success of 
some part (or the whole) of the industrial plan or 
programme. This kind of institution, which will be 
referred to in this article as a development agency, 
may  be  directly   responsible  to   a   ministry  (e.i>.   the 



Ministry ot Industry or Development) or to ,i regional 
or nation.il planning commission. 

MR-   development   agency   m.iy   take   a   variety   of 
tonus.   It may he a purely  promotional organization, 
with little linaiuc ot its own; or it may be both pro- 
motional  and  financial.   It  niav  maintain a start from 
which  the management ot projets eau he drawn, or 
it may seek all echelons ot management troni outside. 
It  may   he  charged   with   the   industrial  development 
ot a specified geographical area or ot a single industrial 
sector. A tew named projects may he under its jurisdic- 
tion or only a smgle large one.  It in.iv combine the 
duties ot  promotion and   implementation with those 
ot a development bank; it may even be a development 
bank that the Government uses as a control agency. 
The possibilities are manifold, and only a knowledge 
oí the political, historical, social and financial circum- 
stances iti a particular country can ensure that the right 
form of development agency will be chosen for the 
country.   A   tew   considerations   may,   however,   be 
presented here: 

(a)    The staff ot a development agency must be 
fully acquainted with, and geared to further, 
the (¡ovcrnment's long-term policies and inten- 
tions (which should  be  clearly stated in the 
plan or  programme);  at  the same time, the 
statt* must have an understanding of the business 
world and its dynamism, and of the way in- 
dustrial management is conducted. 

lb)    To tnlfil the functions mentioned so far, and 
to teed back information derived from practical 
experience into the implementation system and 
the planning organization,  the framework of 
the   implementation   system   will   require  the 
following : 
(i) A clear definition ot goals, responsibilities 

and authority of each element in the 
system, and qualified personnel in each 
of them ; 

(ii) The drafting by each element in the 
system, for its own guidance, of an effective 
implementation plan, taking into consid- 
eration its resources and the targets laid 
down for it; 

(iii) The collection, processing and dissemina- 
tion of information about the performance 
ot each part of the system and flexibility 
in relation to objectives. 

Definition of objectives 

Unless clear objectives are laid down for each clement 
in the implementation hierarchy, confusion and vacil- 
lation are almost inevitable. While each element should 
be left free to choose the method of performing its 
stated task within the limits and resources laid down 
for it, the nature of its task and the limits of its power 

and authority need to be clearly understood In ill 

concerned. It may Iv ot interest at tins point to note a 

list ot the "seven dcadlv SHIN ot publie enterprise in 

developing nations", as spelled out In  H. Sudman • 

I. I neioiioniit and largely unplanned growth; J s.u- 
riluc ot long-run ni>uomu adv.inures to short-run 
pohik.il and sn, i.,| lMnls; V A hew ildcring and i omplc\ 
vanet\ ot tonus ol ow m tship, i ontrol and ore im/ation 
with no loirital and ordetls pattern tor their use; I I \- 

i essi ve i ontrol ot administrative -uni tisi al minutiae and 
almost complete liietisi with respcit to m.i|or matters 
ot public poluv; V ( oiiriiscd Imes of authority and 

responsibility; f>. I lie 'Night of perpetual inspect ion'; 
7. Shortages ot skilled managers and e\»essi\e rates of 
turnover in key posts." i 

The objectives to he laid down for higher elements 
in the hierarchy will cover a wider field. I hey will be 
broader in scope and apply to a longer time span than 
those tor the lower elements of the hierarchy. As an 
example, an agency concerned with industrial planning 
may be given : 

(a) A broad definition of the field for which it is 
responsible ; 

(b) Figures for targeted output m various fields; for 
instance, over a five-year period; 

(()    The global capital and other resources avaiiahle; 
(ti)    The principal lines of policy  ,:,,d the priority 

to be accorded to different objectives: improve- 
ment of the balance  of payments,  preserving 
the balance of regional development, diversifica- 
tion of industry, preference to certain industries, 
creation ot employment etc.; 

(e)    The policy measures necessary to secure   suc- 
cessful implementation, e.g. curbs on consump- 
tion, tax incentives for selected industries, export 
bonuses, assurances to foreign entrepreneurs or 
investors etc. 

Such an agency will prepare a plan for giving effect 
to  those objectives and allocate  the resources at  its 
disposal among the agencies to which it is authorized 
to delegate responsibility for implementation. 

Below this planning agency, the hierarchy may 
include one or more development agencies responsible 
not tor general industrial strategy but for setting up 
and controlling a group of projects. To enable a develop- 
ment agency to perform such functions effectively and 
in the right relationship to the rest of the pluming 
system, it must receive a clear statement of its opera- 
tional responsibilities, including such matters as the 
following: 

(a) The industries or groups of industries under its 
jurisdiction; 

(b) The principal objectives it has to achieve, e.g. 
the   development   of   capital   goods   industries, 

1 International Devrlt'pmi'nt /''6ï, Oceana l'ublii.ilions Inc., 
p. 96, New York. 
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.igriiultur.il processing industries or consumer 
goods industries; 

dì Un. largitili output tor each industry in terms 
or cash generation and/or in terms or the rate 
of return on invested capital; 

Idi The amount ot capital and other resources 
available, and government policy (if any) with 
respect to the division ot capital .ind other 
resources among the different industries or 
objectives; 

Ir) The degree to which the development agency 
is tree to supplement capital by raising funds 
from non-government sources including foreign 
sources ; 

(J) Whether the agency must always have control 
or may accept a minority position ; and whether 
this is to apply to all or only some industries; 

(\<) Guidelines on the nationality of partners in 
projects etc. ; 

(It) The departments the agency is to consult with 
and report to, and the degree to which any 
of them will be authorized to give directives 
to the agency. 

These policies and objectives should be established 
in close consultation with the development agency. 
The agency's constitution or terms of reference may 
be framed so as to give it a measure of flexibility. 
Thus, the figures for targeted output and available 
resources may include some element of approximation 
within which the agency is free to manoeuvre. The 
policies and objectives may also prescribe that, apart 
from the control that it has over business under the 
general law of the country, no department will be 
authorized to give directives to any project or sub- 
project under the control of the development agency, 
and communications from the departments may be 
addressed to the development agency itself. The scope 
within which each department can give directives to 
the agency may also be prescribed; as a general rule, 
all such directives, from whatever department, should 
be concerned only with questions of broad policy. 
The development agency should be entirely free to 
decide how such broad directives are to be translated 
into directives to the project. 

The development agency may thereupon prepare a 
master plan for the industries under its control, taking 
into consideration national objectives, available re- 
sources and the like. On the basis of this master plan, 
the development agency may draw up the objectives 
of each project (probably in consultation with other 
participants in the project and certainly in consultation 
with the management of the project). These objectives 
will be more limited and more precise than those laid 
down tor the development agency. In general, they 
may be derived from the feasibility study, the most 
important elements of which are: what is to be manu- 

factured, the targeted annual production, the process 
to be used, the factory location, and the necessary 
provisions tor effective implementation. The provisions 
for implementation may contain the following: 

la)    The  capital   available   (which   may  include   a 
financing plan involving outside financiers); 

(h)    Directives on the raising of working capital etc. 
from   banks,   or   any   long-term   capita!   still 
required; 

(i)    Pricing policy; 
(d) Policy on interrelationships with other projects, 

e.g. where one project is intended to buy pro- 
ducts from another, tram its staff or labour, 
share facilities etc. ; 

(v) Policy on management—employment of ex- 
patriates, training schemes etc. 

If)   Directives   on   financial   policy,   payment  for 
foreign know-how. 

It should be noted particularly that the statements 
of objectives exemplified above include, in each case, 
a quantification of the objectives. This gives concrete 
form to the organization's task and affords a means 
ot measuring its achievement. Business thrives on 
clear statements in quantitative terms. Of the beneficial 
effect of precise objectives, including quantitative 
measurements, (i. Cyriax has said: 

"(liven a reasonably clear objective (maximizing the 
return to equity shareholders), reasonable incentives 
(which relate pay to performance) and a reasonable 
method of enabling executives to establish the return 
on capital under their command, many U.S. corporations 
show what first-class results can stem from no more 
than above-average individual abilities. 
"Confusion about objectives, on the other hand, is 
proHigatc of talent, as should be well known from the 
history of the British nationalized industries These 
industries, until I%1, had no agreed aims, and at various 
times were instructed to maximize output, to balance 
their results one year with another, to reduce prices and 
to earn a satisfactory profit. Fuzzy objectives led to 
fuzzy management, and it was only the fixing of target 
rates of return on capital five years ago, combined with 
the imaginative appointments of men to administer the 
targets, th.it created a dramatic improvement in 
morale."2 

The same principles of decentralization may be 
applied when the managers of individual projects arc 
selected and when their powers and authority and the 
relations between them anil the development agency 
are defined. 

The implctiwiilation process 

In the course of implementation, changes in the 
project management are likely to result in changes of 
method, in failure to understand the purpose of some 

- The rimmciiil Times, London, 28 July 19<>f>. 
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aspects ut the work already done, and in new inter- 
prétations of the stated objectives. Any one of these 
can lead to a waste of the work previously done, to 
additional expense, to loss ol time, and even to con- 
fusion over the precise tonn or purpose ot the project. 
It follows troni this that a high degree of continuity 
in the project team, from the inception of the project 
all the way through to successful operation, is critical 
to the successful establishment of an efficient enterprise 
at the lowest feasible cost. Individuals or organizations 
may be attached to, or detached from, the project at 
different times as different skills are required, but 
consistency and the preservation of the understanding 
and insight that accumulates as the work proceeds 
demand a substantial degree of continuity of personnel. 

The principles described earlier are just as applicable 
when the development agency has set up an organiza- 
tion to carry out an individual project as they are at 
the higher levels. When the actual implementation of 
the project begins, the development agency may leave 
direction and control to the project management. The 
actual method of handing over responsibility is 
none the less a gradual one. There will be a "twilight" 
period during which the management may gradually 
assert more and more control, but the development 
agency will still be intimately concerned with the 
working out of the basic lines of the project. During 
this time, a detailed exchange of ideas and close co- 
operation in arriving at firm implementation plans 
are essential to ensure complete understanding and 
unity of purpose between the intended management 
and the development agency. This relationship will 
probably continue up to the point where contracts 
for the building of the factory and the procurement of 
plant and the finance have been signed. At that point, 
all plans should be firm and the management should 
assume full control. 

Each project should almost invariably be carried 
out by an enterprise formed for that particular purpose. 
The enterprise may be under the control of a board 
of directors appointed by the leading participants in 
the project, i.e. the development agency and such 
partners as may join it (as discussed below), including 
perhaps some or all of the financial participants' As 
always, the objectives of the enterprise should be 
clearly defined. They may be the subject of discussion 
between the development agency, its co-participants 
in the project and the project management ami, as 
mentioned above, the objectives should be further 
elaborated in close consultation as the programming 
of the project goes forward. The development agency 
should inform its co-participants and the project 
management at the outset of any restrictions it intends 
to place on the freedom of action of the board of 
directors and of any way in which it is expected that 
the growth of the enterprise may be limited or affected 

by broader economic i ouvtdcr.itionv A failure to do 
this until after the business mtt rests have bciome 
committed to the project mav destros their confidence 
in the development agency and endanger the MKIVSS 

ot the project. 
The development agency should recruit the top as 

well as the middle management of the project, lop 
management inchuks the members of the hoard oi 
directors and the general manager, while middle 
management comprises the functional managers re- 
sponsible tor certain administrative and technical 
activities such as personnel and quality control. 

A problem common to almost all developing coun- 
tries is the scarcity ot personnel qualified to occupv 
management posts, especially technical management 
posts. Even it the development agency is able to recruit 
outside experts with the required technical experience. 
these experts may not have previously worked in a 
developing country. Consequently, a technical manager 
may find himself contending with unexpected difficulties, 
owing, tor example, to special climatic conditions, to 
lack ot easy access to specialist consulting engineers 
etc. Moreover, if he is absent for any reason, as when 
he has to go abroad for consultation and no local 
replacement is available, problems of continuitv may 
arise. Therefore, for very important projects, it is 
generally advisable to secure the technical participation 
of an organization (domestic, if there is any, or foreign) 
that is experienced in the same field rather than engaging 
a number of individuals. Such an organization will 
put one of its own staff into the technical management 
position and provide him with supporting key personnel, 
will put its experience and research and design facilities 
at the disposal of this personnel and provide continuity 
by replacing them in case of absence. Moreover, such 
an organization can also provide training for local 
personnel who will eventually take over. 

Technical help provided in this way usually comes 
from an organization falling into one of the following 
three categories : 

(<i) Technical collaborators. This term means an 
organization that has no financial stake in the 
project, but contracts to give technical assistance 
for an agreed fee over a period of years for a 
specified range of products. This usually includes 
feasibility studies, plant designs, obtaining quota- 
tions, advising on the status and efficiency of 
suppliers, training of staff, supervising erection 
and assisting in bringing the plant into operation. 
The organization may second technical staff 
to the project for a period, additional technical 
help being provided on an annual fee basis 
or a royalty, based on the sale of th- product 
or on a proportion of the profits, or perhaps 
on a combinatimi of these two. 

(h)   Foreign technical partners.   This term means a 
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torcigli organization th.it puts its own money 

into tin- project, lias directors on the board 

,iml derives benefits directly troni the efficiency 

of implementation of tin- project ami its final 

Mines. An independent fee is normally charged 

tor die services it provides in bringing the 

project to fruition, as outlined above tor a 

technical collaborator. I he technical partner 

will usually provide the project manager and 

key stari to take charge of the installation of* 

the project. When the plant conies into opera- 

tion. 1! normally supplies the key start", and in 

some cases the general manager as well, tor 

an initial period of" several yeaiv gradually 

reducing their number as national personnel 

achieve the necessary competence to replace 
the foreign start. 

(a Technical consultants, ibis tcr-ii applies to an 

organization that has no financial stake in the 

project and that should have no connexion with 

any manufacturers or contractors concerned 

with it. It carries out limited technical task» 

for agreed tees. During the implementation of 

the project, the same consultant may undertake 

several consecutive independent contracts as 

each phase is compieteli and decisions are 

made to proceed further. Typical of the in- 

dividual tasks that the consultants mav carry 

out are feasibility studies or their improvement, 

advising on site selection, preparing plant 

specifications and obtaining tenders, advising 

on the award of contracts, advising on start 

recruitment, inspection oí equipment before 

dispatch to site, providing; supervision of erec- 

tion ami supervising tests of plants. The trainili.: 

or personnel and provision of project manage- 

ment from their own stati* are usually outside 

their scope of service. Their interest normally 

ceases when the project implementation is 

completed and the plant is read) for production. 

There may he considerable overlapping between 

these categories of technical help, especially between 

the first two. The choice of the right type of technical 

help depends on the stage of development of tin- 

country in question and the availability of local know- 

how in one or more of the fields required for the 

implementation of the project and later for its efficient 
operation. 

The success or failure of the project m its operational 

phase depends to a great extent on the quality of the 

"general management", a term often used to denote 

the general manager and muidle or functional manager 

(those in charge of personnel, administration, purchasing. 

sales, accountancy etc.). Owing to the scarcity ot 

qualified personnel m developing countries, such stati 

m.IV  have te. be provided  in  a   \ inetv of  wav-. The 

o 
in 

development agency may ask a locally established 

enterprise to provide them (preferably an enterprise 

with experience in the type of products to be manu- 

factured in the country), or get a foreign firm to 

provide them, or recruit them from the open market. 

A decision should be taken on whether the firm 

that is to provide part ot the management should have 

a financial stake m the project. I his question should 

hi- »onsidcicd m accordance with the specific condition*, 

of the country. It the decision is positive, the si/c ot 

the investment to be inaile In the organi/atiou(s) that 

would participate m the projet ¡as technical .tnd 

perhaps management parti,, ) calls tor careful con- 

sideration. On the one hand, it ina\ be important to 

make the financial participation in the project suf- 

ficiently large to involve tin firm substantially m the 

peration of the project, and on the other, the dcvelop- 

n-tit agency must consider the question of voting 

control, as well as the right to nominate or appoint 

members ot the board. In addition, further finance 

mas be required from sources that will have no part 

in tin management. Such funds may be obtained bv 

issuing shares to the public, but this kind of fund- 

raising is often likely to be unsuccessful in developing 

countries; a more promising method is to approach 

financial institutions such as development banks, com- 

mercial banks and international financial institutions. 

These institutions may also insist on the right to appoint 

directors to the board as one of the conditions on 

which they will provide financing. 

After negotiating their respective roles, rights, 

responsibilities and financial contributions, the pro- 

moters ot the project (the development agency, technical 

partners/collaborators and other participating bodies) 

should decide on the project management that is to 

proceed with implementation. "The technical partners 

may best till the ¡ole ot the project management during 

the design and programming stage, but it may also 

be preferable to form the board of directors at this 

stagi and ensure its functioning. The board, in con- 

sultation with the promoters, may then appoint the 

project manager, who should be personally responsible- 

tor all aspects of implementation under the general 

directives and financial control of the board. Adequate 

funds should be at the disposal of project management 

to carry out the project implementation with minimum 

delay. Sometimes the project manager becomes the 

general manager when the project goes into the pro- 

duction phase. However, the two posts require differing 
abilities and experience. 

I'roor,mininio ¡unì control of projcit ¡iHplcmaititthii 

I he basis of the work of the project management 

should be the feasibility study. Because of the time that 

mas have elapsed between the completion of this 

study and the commencement of the work on the project. 



many relevant urcumstanccs arc likclv to have changed. 
Menee, it will often be necessary for tin- study to IK 

updated. As tin' feasibility stinly will often reflect a 
ntmiber ot objectives of the enterprise, all the promoters 
should be in hill agreement on its final form. 

1 he projeet management must follow an implementa- 
tion plan that will ensure that eaeh of the numerous 
elements ami tasks or aetivities connected with the 
project falls into its proper place, chronologically and 
financially. Tin* feasibility study will have particularised 
most of these elements and activities to a certain extent, 
but the project management will need to survey all 
ot them, down to the last detail. The project manage- 
ment should then develop an mplementation plan 
that will ensure that every activity in a large sequence 
of activities will take place and that they will start and 
end in the right sequence. The elements and component 
activities necessary for the implementation of a project 
may include some or all of the following : 

(a) Site for the factory: investigating the title of 
land, acquiring land, clearing and levelling 
land; 

(b) Plant and equipment: designing plant and 
equipment, preparing tenders, obtaining quota- 
tions, finding out status and efficiency of sup- 
pliers, plrcing orders, inspecting, erecting and 
testing; 

(c) Factory buildings (and perhaps housing for 
management and/or labour and construction 
of access roads): designing the buildings and 
roads, preparing tenders, obtaining quotations, 
finding out status and efficiency of contractors, 
selecting contractor and type of contract, 
placing or supervising and inspecting construc- 
tion; 

(a) Materials (raw materials, components, semi- 
manufactures, ancillary items etc.): designing 
specifications, preparing tenders, obtaining quota- 
tions, finding out status and efficiency of sup- 
pliers, placing orders, inspecting; 

(r) Service (including electric power, water, gas, 
means ot disposing of scrap or waste, means 
of disposing of effluents, telecommunications, 
r.i.l and road services etc.): determining require- 
ments, negotiating with authorities, final agree- 
ment, providing services; 

(f) Finance: Finance may already have been ar- 
ranged, but sometimes the precise amount will 
not be known until the final project designs 
and plans have been drawn up and prices 
obtained from contractors and suppliers. More- 
over, some of it may be required in the form 
of foreign exchange, which may require govern- 
ment approval ; 

(\')    Manpower   (managerial-   skilled   and   unskilled 
labour necessary tor the • •peration of the projei t) : 
recruiting, briefing, training, transporting to the 
site etc. 

I he programming and control of pro|cct implementa- 
tion are difficult tor various reasons. Funds to finance 
the   undertaking   are   frequently   limited.   IXlavs   in 
implementation waste scarce resources, increase main- 
tenance .u\i\ repair work or spoilage and thus increase 
costs. The manpower skills and experience necessary 
for the type ot  work  or  for  the scale involved  are 
frcjLiently  scarce,   and   thus   dependable  estimates   of 
productivity   and   resulting   time,   resource   and   cost 
requirements are not simple to develop. 

Successful implementation requires efficient pro- 
gramming of implementation and effective control of 
implementation, as discussed below. 

Efficient programming of implemeittatwu 

The term "implementation programming" is used 
here in its broad sense to indicate not only the process 
of subdividing the project into its component activities 
and developing their sequential relationships, but also 
to include for each of these activities the selection of 
methods, the assignment of resources, the estimating 
of time requirements, and the establishment of time- 
scheduling data. 

Efficient techniques for the programming of im- 
plementation must be capable of identifying those 
component activities that, by virtue of their work 
content and sequential rclationshipst control the time 
the project will take. In other words, if the performance 
of one or more of these activities is delayed, the project 
completion date will be delayed by a corresponding 
amount. The project management should know which 
activities these are so that it may know where to 
concentrate its effort when needed as, for example, 
when the project duration is to be shortened. These 
techniques must be able to provide adequate solutions 
for the problems of time-cost trade-off of project 
activities and allocation of scarce resources (such as 
materials, cement, structural iron am! steel, and equip- 
ment, especially imported equipment, certain categories 
of skills, foreign exchange etc.). 

The time-cost trade-off problem arses because most 
of the activities into which the over-all project is 
subdivided can be performed by alternative method* 
requiring different amounts of time, resources and 
money. Methods of performance that decrease the 
time requirements tend to increase direct, or variable, 
costs. The direct costs will rise more rapidly in some 
cases than in others as work is expedited. If the project 
completion time is arbitrarily specified or is set by 
external controls, these programming procedures will 
attempt to develop a combination ot activity scheduling 
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that meets the completion deadline with the lowest 
total direct cost. A more general problem arises if 
the procedures are applied to determine also the most 
favourable completion date. Here an additional consid- 
eration is that reductions in project duration result in 
lower indirect, or fixed, costs. The time-cost trade-off" 
is made with the objetive or rinding the schedule 
giving the lowest combination or direct and indirect 
costs and. hence, the lowest total costs. 

The mam problem of allocation of resources is to 
determine scheduling so as to use available resources 
in as favourable a manner as possible. Most activities 
in a project require the use of one or more resources. 
If these requirements are stated and an initial schedule- 
is developed, the number of units of each resource 
needed during each time period can be determined. If 
the demands for a resource at any tune exceed the 
supply, potential bottlenecks can be identified in 
advance and some activities rescheduled to reduce 
the concurrent requirements for the resource. Sometimes 
this rescheduling necessitates extending the duration 
of the project. In such caws, a principal objective is to 
minimize the extension; frequently, a time-cost trade-off 
approach can also be useful. Excessive resource require- 
ments can usually be satisfied by means other than 
rescheduling, but these means involve replanning of 
some project activities and higher costs. A secondary 
problem of resource allocation is to keep resource 
requirements at as even a level as possible. Peaks and 
valleys in resource schedules invariably indicate un- 
economic performance. Improvements can be achieved 
to some degree by rescheduling. The utilization of 
idle resources may also provide good opportunities 
for favourable time-cost trade-offs. 

A more complex resource-allocation problem arises 
when it is necessary to schedule concurrently several 
projects drawing resources from the same resource 
pools. An additional difficulty is that a larger amount 
of data must be considered simultaneously for multi- 
project analysis than lor an analysis of a single project. 
The respective priorities of the various projects and the 
mobility of resources from project to project must 
also be considered. 

Even an implementation plan that is sound and 
well-conceived initially may cease to be so during the 
progress of its execution. For example, the actual 
dtirations required for individual tasks will frequently 
vary from those forecast even by the most competent 
estimators. Suppliers of services and materials may 
fail to perform on time or in the way promised. Man- 
agement of the project may turn out to be poor; or 
external factors over which there is little or no control, 
such as unusual weather, labour strikes or changes in 
government policy may prevent the undertaking of 
the project as planned. Therefore, procedures for pro- 
gramming  and control of implementation should be 

flexible enough to permit modifications when they 
become necessary or advantageous. If an implementa- 
tion plan is not altered to reflect the inevitable changes 
that occur, it ceases to be valid. 

For truly effective implementation, programming 
should be carried out in greater detail as the job pro- 
gresses. No matter how excellent the original pro- 
gramming, there are practical limits on the amount of 
detail that should be developed at this early stage, 
and extremely detailed over-all implementation pro- 
gramming is not justified. However, work in the 
immediate future can profitably be programmed in 
great detail. Therefore, detailed implementation pro- 
gramming for a limited period ahead should be carried 
on as the work progresses and should supplement the 
original, or updated, master implementation programm- 
ing. There should also be a constant effort to improve 
job performance through replanning. Unforeseen con- 
ditions may offer opportunities for improvements. 
Sometimes a better knowledge of job conditions and 
of actual productivity levels makes it possible to make 
advantageous changes. While it is commendable to 
follow a well-conceived plan of implementation faith- 
fully in order to reap the benefits of the skill and thought 
that have gone into its development, it is wiser to 
continue to seek better solutions and, when they are 
found, to be willing to change the plan accordingly. 
(The .hange should be very carefully analysed to 
determine that it is, in fact, an improvement.) 

It has also been mentioned before that for an imple- 
mentation plan to be executed successfully, those who 
manage the work should know the relative importance 
of the elements of the plan. This will allow them to 
concentrate efforts where they are most needed. For 
example, deviations in the timing or the sequencing 
of activities can have negligible or extremely serious 
effects. The implementation programming procedures 
should indicate the nature of these effects to project 
management. Effective control also requires that 
appropriate corrective action be taken after changes 
occur in order to re-establish a realistic project imple- 
mentation plan. 

Therefore, great stress must be laid on continued 
programming throughout the implementation of the 
projects and on checking that actual progress is on 
schedule. This covers both physical and financial 
targets, and the main check on progress is through 
reporting, as discussed below. Unfortunately, the task 
of reporting is usually unpopular and is given minor 
attention. No one likes to be recorded as falling behind 
in his work. Those engaged in reporting often feel 
their efforts would be better employed in more pro- 
ductive activities. Progress evaluation frequently takes 
place long after the end of the period to which the 
reports refer. Good reporting needs the co-operation 
of all concerned. 
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lìvdhiiilion (>/ progress 

In many developing countries, owing to a Lek of 
effective communication among the organizations in- 
volved, there is no efficient basis for making periodic 
evaluation or progress nor for necessary adjustments in 
strategy when conditions change. Each element in the 
hierarchical organization Kir industrial development 
should continuously observe the performance of the 
elements below it in order to ensure that those elements 
are punctually achieving their stated objectives. Planning 
committees should keep in touch with their develop- 
ment agencies, development agencies with project 
management, project management with project staff 
etc. In addition, time and energy must be devoted to 
promoting good liaison between different elements in 
the hierarchy. Por example, the development agency 
should build up personal links with the project manage- 
ment with a view to creating more than one level of 
contact with the project. 

The life-blood of this kind of contact is information. 
A flow of accurate, up-to-date, relevant information 
reaching the right point at the right time is essential 
for control, correct decisions, co-operative action, 
correct mutual adjustment and understanding. The 
information is nearly always in writing when it is sent 
from the project to the development agency, or from 
the development agency to the planning committee. 
Within an organization, however, it is sometimes 
communicated orally, for instance, on the factory floor 
or at staff meetings ami meetings between separate 
organizations. 

A few points concerning the relationship between 
the development agency and its projects may be men- 
tioned. The development agency will wish to ensure 
that the implementation plans it has agreed upon with 
the management are, in fact, carried out; that resources 
are devoted to the purpose for which they were in- 
tended; that costs are kept within estimates, that the 
project takes no more than its appropriate share of 
scarce resources and materials, and that the time schedule 
is adhered to. Because the project may from time to 
time require its help in the form of extra money, allo- 
cation of scarce resources, influence with the govern- 
ment to secure tariff changes etc., the development 
agency should ensure that it is kept fully informed so 
that such requests can be foreseen well in advance and 
be cither assisted or prevented from arising. The develop- 
ment agency, being responsible for a number of pro- 
jects representing a broad sector of industry, will wish 
to have early warning of developments in a pi >jcct 
that may necessitate consequent modifications in other 
projects. 

Riportimi of progress 

It is important to note that the follow-up procedure 
should   not   weaken   the   management's  independent 

control of the undertaking or worsen the relationship 
between the management and the development ,u;ein\. 
What the development agency needs is continuous, 
up-to-date, relevant information on the progress of 
the project, in a summarized report containing little 
detail. Such a report imposes the least extra work 
on the management and distracts it as little as possible 
from its main task. 

There may be other authorities that should receive 
reports from the project. Certain departments or 
government agencies, outside fW hierarchy responsible 
for industrial development but concerned with some 
aspects of the project, may need to be kept informed 
of its progress, e.g. the agencies concerned with trans- 
port, power, public health, labour, housing. The 
sources of capital will also require follow-up reports 
from the project. The management would bear an 
intolerable burden if it were compelled to produce 
separate information for all these agencies. It is, there- 
fore, highly desirable to evolve a type of report that can, 
for the most part, be put together as a matter of routine 
at the junior management level, in a form suitable for 
ill recipients but permitting parts to be eliminated as 
the report moves up the hierarchy or outside it. A 
possible method would be to have a series of columns 
or sections, all of which have to be completed, sub- 
mitted to and collated by the management accountant, 
and some of which arc required by all who are to 
receive information. Since each element in the hierarchy 
(if industrial development has a broader responsibility 
than the one below it, those in the higher echelons will 
require less detail than those with more specific re- 
sponsibilities in the lower echelons, and the form of 
the reports should reflect this. As the reports move- 
upward in the hierarchy, certain sections or columns 
can be ignored or eliminated from the copies as they 
are passed on. 

Thus, the project manager needs to create a system 
of reporting that not only covers the work of his 
staff but also links the work of the civil engineering 
contractors, the machinery suppliers and the erection 
contractors with his office. The system should be 
designed principally to enable the manager to compare 
the progress of each item in the preparatory and con- 
struction schedule with the actual programme, and to 
compare its cost with the estimates. The form of the 
report will depend on the size of the project staff and 
the degree to which control of the contractors anil 
machinery suppliers is exercised directly or through 
consulting engineers, architects, technical partners etc. 
Whatever the methods adopted, it is essential that 
reports on the progress of all parts of the work be 
brought together rapidly at one point, i.e. the project 
manager's office, which should be the nerve-centre of 
the project. There, progress and cost can be watched 
and compared with the programm-, the consequences 
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ot .inv variation troni si IK Juli' assessed, and decisions 
taken ,is m whether the implementation plans need 
to he revised. 

"I III- development agclicv slliuilil receive frequent 
reports during tlu- implementation <it tili- project. If 
tin- implementation period tv reasonably short, s.iv. up 
to 2« months, it would lie .tppropn.tti' for these reports 
to he provided onee .1 month; otherwise, mice m three 
months this h.is generally been found satisfactory for 
most industrial projects m most countries. The reports 
will usually eunsist ot statements ot the amounts ex- 
pended on various items of capital,' together with .1 
physical description of the progress achieved. They 
should be accompanied by information about major 
contracts placed by the management since the date of 
the last report. An official of the development agency 
should visit the site from time to time to obtain visual 
verification of the reports and to keep in touch with the 
project management. 

Receipt of regular progress reports and supporting 
data will enable the development agency to ascertain 
whether : 

(i0   The money is being spent at the rate predicted 
ami in the way agreed upon; 

(b)   The progress of each element of the plant is 
correctly phased in relation to the other ele- 
ments; 

dì    Estimates of expenditure arc likely to be ex- 
ceeded, 

'the development agency should have a systematic 
procedure for processing  the  reports.  Normally  the 
technical   staff   should   examine   the   progress   reports 
first, since it is best able to interpret the technical and 
practical implications, check performance and cost with 
the forecasts and with the terms of the major contracts 
placed for the project, perceive the reasons for variations 
from estimates and draw the appropriate conclusions. 
I he  technical staff  then  passes  the reports  with  its , 
comments to an accounting section, which checks the 
figures, takes note of the state of capital expenditure 
and   makes any  corresponding adjustments  it  thinks 
necessary   in   its  own   disbursement   forecasts.   If its 
study of the reports suggests that any change should 
IH- matte in the capital estimates, it advises its own 
management and the question is raised with the project 
management. 

If delays in implementation appear likely, the agency 
must consider whether the delays in one or more 
sections will delay completion of the project. Delays 
in startint; up the plant will generally result in a need 

1 Hu- capital expenditure should be broken down 111 the 
report into .1 number of headings, which cm be compared with 
1 be corresponding breakdown prepared by the teihmeal partners 
and project management when they made the original estimates. 
I'he breakdown should be sutfu u-ntlv detailed t indicate 
whether anv part ol ihe project implementation is out of phase 

for further capital, b.c.tuse pre-production expenses 
such as staff salaries and wages, rent ,\\n\ interest on 
borrowed funds will be incurred over a longer period 
than was envisaged If a delay is expected m one section 
of the plant only, the consequences ot this will have to 
he assessed. In a fully integrated operation (e.g. a chciiii- 
1.1I works) any delay may well delay the start of pro- 
duction as a whole, but this will not be so 111 other cases, 
lor instance, in 1 spinning, weaving and finishing 
plant, delays in completing the spinning mill need 
not hold up the weaving section if arrangements are 
made in time tor the outside purchase of yarn of the 
right specification. Similarly, if the finishing section 
is completed first, it can go into production on cloth 
purchased outside the plant, thus minimi/mg the loss 
resulting from the delay. 

It should be noted that, while changes in method and 
small changes in objectives may be left to the discretion 
of the project management, the management must 
still adhere to the general lines of the scheme and its 
stated objectives. Any proposed changes likely to cause 
significant differences in timing, performance and cost 
should be regarded as a departure from the stated 
objectives, requiring the consent of the promoters and 
the financial sources. In their turn, the promoters and 
the financial sources should maintain a flexible attitude. 
Subject to receiving timely notice, they should be 
ready to consider any suggested changes. The essence 
of successful industry is that it should be able to adapt 
itself rapidly to changes in the environment, and the 
scheme as described in the implementation plan should 
never be regarded as immutable. The development 
agency, in its turn, may have to justify the proposed 
changes to the Government and tight for them. Whether 
this is necessary will depend on the degree of flexibility 
in the agency's own terms of reference, as discussed 
above. 

When the implementation of the project has been 
completed, the project management should prepare a 
final cost analysis, giving a breakdown of the capital 
cost into the constituent elements of each section. Such 
an analysis will give a clear picture of the way estimates 
have been fulfilled, and will provide a useful check 
on the estimating practices used in preparing the 
project. 

This systematic and effective control of project 
implementation will enable the development agency 
to accumulate an inventory of valuable information 
on typical project activities, their actual costs, unit 
costs and realistic duration, and the productivity levels 
of the various categories of manpower engaged in 
implementation. Such information is of paramount 
importance tor comparili!' the execution of different 
projeets. with a view to ensuring more efficient im- 
plementation, as well as more realistic and effective 
future planning and programming. 



SUMMARY 

During the last decade, many developing countries 
have embarked on planning tor economic and industrial 
development and have devoted a vast amount of 
effort and expertise to the formulation of develop- 
ment plans and programmes, without, however, giving 
similar attention to their implementation. Experience 
has shown that there are many and varied reasons for 
failures in implementation. Some of them are beyond 
the control of the country. 

Although the problems of planning arc formally 
outside the scope of this article, it must be recognized 
that to achieve more effective project implementation, 
many shortcomings in the planning process must be 
overcome. The planning of industrial development 
programmes should take into consideration : the inherent 
administrative, managerial, institutional, financial, 
political and social limitations on a country's growth 
potential; the aggregates based on broad generalizations, 
as well as the investment projects which, in the last 
analysts, go to make up the aggregates; consistency of 
programmes etc. Proper project formulation and 
evaluation should also be provided. 

In addition to realistic preparation of industrial 
development programmes, the Government must also 
try to secure effective project implementation by a 
combination of: carefully devised policy measures; 
the creation of an effective institutional framework, 
with adequate powers and resources for each operative 
element; and organized implementation and control 
methods. Monetary policy, employment and wage 
policy, and administrative policy should have been 
thoroughly embodied in the development programme, 
but it is beyond the scope of this article to deal with 
these policies at any length. 

At regards industries to be established by the public 
sector, it is essential that their implementation and con- 
trol be effectively decentralized. It is, therefore, recom- 
mended that the promotion and control of their im- 
plementation be entrusted to an institution, "a develop- 
ment agency", which may not be part of a government 
department. The development agency, while pre- 
serving the Government's interests in matters affecting 
the direction, duration, cost and other broad aspects 
of the project, would protect the project from direct 
government involvement in the control and manage- 
ment and preserve the management's autonomy within 
its own sphere. 

Thus, a hierarchy is established, with the government 
planning organs at the head, the projects at the bottom, 
and one or more development agencies in between. 
To function successfully, each element of the system 
requires: a clear definition of its goals, responsibilities 
and authority and adequate powers (financial etc.); 
qualified personnel; development of an implementation 
plan for that part of the industrialization programme 

tor which it is responsible, with available resouue- 
taken into consideration; the collection and processine, 
ot information about the performance of each part ot 
the system below it: and flexibility in relation to 
objectives. 

The higher an institution stands m the hierarchy, 
the broader in scope ami the longer in time-span will 
be the objectives laid down tor it. fach element should 
normally lay down the objectives for the element next 
below it. after tuli discussion with it. It is highly de- 
sirable that objectives be quantified as definitely as 
possible and that the objectives lor individual projects 
be based on the relevant feasibility study. 

Because the type of industry may be entirely new 
to the country and, therefore, various problems may 
arise, especially in the operation phase of the project, 
ft is generally preferable that the management of very 
important projects be the responsibility of one or more 
existing firms for a number of years, during which 
they can also provide training for local counterparts. 
"Technical collaborators", or "technical partners", and 
infrequently "technical consultants" may provide the 
technical and perhaps the general management in the 
early years. A decision should be taken as to whether a 
firm that agrees to provide part of the management 
may have a financial stake in the project. This should 
be considered in accordance with the specific con- 
ditions of the country. If this were to be recommended, 
the size of the financial participation of such a firm 
would require careful consideration. It may be advisable 
that it be made large enough to guarantee that the 
firm will be involved in the operation of the project, 
and this virtually requites that the firm be given the 
right to appoint members of the board. 

Once the promoters (the development agency and 
any other organization participating in the project) 
have agreed on their representation on the board and 
on the responsibilities and the limitations that the 
development agency intends to place on the board's 
freedom of action, the project management should 
be selected. The board, project manager and his 
staff have the responsibility for implementing the 
project and making it ready for production. They 
should gradually take over responsibility from the 
development agency, but the latter will still be in- 
timately concerned with the working out ot the basic 
lines of the project until the project management takes 
full control. Ideally, the team responsible for creation 
of the project should remain continuously in charge 
of it until the project goes into production m order to 
preserve the understanding and insight that accumulate 
as the work proceeds. 

The feasibility stud)- may need to be brought up to 
date. After this, project management should analyse 
in detail all elements of the project (such as factory site, 
buildings and access roads, plant and equipment) ami 
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its component .umitas (the activities to be carried 
out in order to brini; the project into existence, such as 
designing of buildings, preparing tenders for plant ami 
equipment, crediti;; plant and equipment and testing). 
Project management should then lay great stress on 
programming and control of the implementation of 
the project. This includes the identifying of project 
activities and determining their interrelationships, the 
allocation of resources, the estimation of time require- 
ments and the establishment of the most economic 
implementation schedule for the project, with the 
scarcity of resources and the required project com- 
pletion date taken into account. In addition, constant 
checking should be carried out to ensure that actual 
progress (both physical and financial) is on schedule. 
The most effective techniques for programming and 
control of implementation (network techniques adapted 
to conditions prevailing in developing countries) should 

be used. 
After preparation of the project implementation 

plan, an efficient control procedure should be employed 
to make the plan a reality. It should be noted that in 
the course of implementation, conditions change and 
frequently render obsolete the estimate made when 
the plan was prepared. It is, therefore, necessary to 
determine any deviation from pre-stated objectives, 
to study causal factors, take corrective measures and 
update the implementation plan to keep it realistic. 
This necessitates continued programming in more 
detail as the project implementation proceeds, and 
continual replanning of the existing strategy based on 
effective evaluation of progress. 

As regards effective progress evaluation, each element 
in the hierarchy should keep watch on the performance 
of the elements below it. The requisites for success in 
this effort are information and liaison: a system of 
reports containing accurate, up-to-date and relevant 
information on financial as well as physical progress 
of the project that reach the right point at the right 
time; and the building up of good personal relations 
for a better understanding based on mutual respect, at 
various levels, between the elements that have to 
communicate or keep in contact with each other (for 
example, between the planning agency and the develop- 
ment agency, and between the development agency and 
the project management). 

In addition to the development agency, there may 
be other authorities that an to receive reports from 
the project. To avoid putting an intolerable burden 
on the management, the form of the report should 
be such that the bulk of the report can be put together 
as a matter of routine at the junior management level 
yet will contain the information truly needed by all 

recipients of the  returns,  although   portions  may   be 
eliminated foi the various recipients. 

Special responsibilities of the development aoeney 

In addition to following the progress of the project, 
the development agency must also bear in mind its 
responsibility for carrying forward a section of the 
country's development plan, and its staff should follow 
a procedure designed to ensure that this aspect will be 
considered whenever reports from a project are under 
study. Implications for other projects or for the pro- 
gramme as a whole should be identified and acted on, 
ami lessons for the future or for use in connexion 
with other projects should be noted and fed back into 
the planning and implementation machinery. Each 
development agency will have to establish its own 
checklist, depending on the scope of its responsibilities 
and the priorities laid down for it by the programme* 
or by the planning authority. Such a checklist may 
include items such as the following: 

((i )    Assistance in : 
(i)     Overcoming   transport   delays,   customs 

delays, delays in  obtaining government 
licences, work permits etc. ; 

(ii)    Finding remunerative short-term employ- 
ment of funds if capital expenditure  is 
taking place more slowly than expected; 

(iii)    Making early preparations to raise further 
funds if it appears necessary. 

(h)   If progress is slower than expected, these ques- 
tions should be asked : 
(i) How will this delay affect other projects 

for which the development agency is 
responsible and which may depend on 
this project, for instance, for supplies of 
materials? 

(ii) Is the output or the early completion of 
this project sufficiently important to war- 
rant emergency action to get the pro- 
gramme back to normal? 

(iii) How will this delay affect the schedule 
of the whole programme, and might a 
change in programme targets be called 
for? 

(iv) Will this delay affect the Government's 
import policy (e.g. by allowing the import 
of competing goods to continue longer 
than previously planned), or its industrial 
licensing policy? 

(v) What light does the slow progress throw 
on planning procedures, the efficiency of 
the planners or their advisers, the evalua- 
tion methods used by them etc.? 
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